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France’s high-speed rail net-
work was hit on Friday
with widespread and

“criminal” acts of vandalism,
including arson attacks,
paralysing travel to Paris from
across the rest of France and
Europe only hours before the
grand opening ceremony of the
Olympics.
French officials condemned
the attacks as “criminal
actions,” and prosecutors in
Paris opened a national
investigation, saying the
crimes could carry sentences
of 15 to 20 years.
As Paris authorities geared up
for a spectacular parade on
and along the Seine River,
three fires were reported near
the tracks on the high-speed
lines of Atlantique, Nord and
Est, causing disruptions that
affected hundreds of
thousands of travellers.
Among them were two
German athletes in
showjumping who were on a
train to Paris to take part in the
opening ceremony but had to
turn back in Belgium because
of the closures, and will now
miss the ceremony, German
news agency DPA reported.
“There was no longer a chance
of making it on time,” rider
Philipp Weishaupt, who was
travelling with teammate
Christian Kukuk, told DPA.
French Prime Minister Gabriel
Attal wrote on the social
media platform X that France’s
intelligence services have been
mobilised to find the

perpetrators.
Attal characterised them as
“acts of sabotage,” which were
“prepared and coordinated.”
There were no known reports
of injuries. Transport Minister
Patrice Vergriete described
people fleeing from the scene
of fires and the discovery of
incendiary devices.
“Everything indicates that
these are criminal fires,” he
said.
The incidents paralysed
several high-speed lines
linking Paris to the rest of
France and to neighbouring
countries, Vergriete said,
speaking on BFM television.

The French national rail
company SNCF said areas
affecting rail track
intersections were targeted to
double the impact.
“For one fire, two destinations
were hit,” the company’s CEO,
Jean-Pierre Farandou.

It was “a premeditated,
calculated, coordinated attack”
that indicates “a desire to
seriously harm” the French
people, Farandou said.
The attack occurred against a
backdrop of global tensions
and heightened security
measures as the city prepared
for the 2024 Olympic Games.
Many travellers were planning

to converge on the capital for
the opening ceremony, and
many vacationers were also in
transit.
French authorities have foiled
several plots to disrupt the
Olympics, including arresting
a Russian man on suspicion of
planning to destabilise the
games.
Also Friday, the French airport
of Basel-Mulhouse on the
border with Germany and
Switzerland was evacuated in
the morning and remained
temporarily closed “for safety
reasons,” the airport said. It
wasn’t clear whether there was
a connection to the rail attacks.

The disruptions particularly
affected Paris’ major
Montparnasse station, where
the station’s hall was full of
travelers.
The Paris police prefecture
“concentrated its personnel in
Parisian train stations” after
the “massive attack” that
paralysed the TGV high-speed
network, Laurent Nuñez, the
Paris police chief, told France
Info television.
Many passengers at the Gare
du Nord, one of Europe’s
busiest train stations, were
looking for answers and
solutions on Friday morning.
All eyes were on the central
message boards as most
services to northern France,
Belgium and the United
Kingdom were delayed.
“It’s a hell of a way to start the
Olympics,” said Sarah Moseley,
42, as she learned that her
train to London was an hour
late.
“They should have more
information for tourists,
especially if it’s a malicious
attack,” said Corey Grainger, a
37-year-old Australian sales
manager on his way to
London, as he rested on his
two suitcases in the middle of
the station.
Government officials
denounced the acts, though
they said there was no
immediate sign of a direct link
to the Olympics. National
police said authorities were
investigating the incidents.
French media reported a
major fire on a busy western
route.
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Sending out a terse message
to the neighbouring country

on the occasion of the 25th
Kargil Vijay Diwas celebra-
tions, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Friday warned
Pakistan by asserting that the
Indian soldiers will crush ter-
rorism with full force and the
enemy will be given a befitting
reply. In his maiden visit to
Ladakh after taking the oath of
office for the third time, Modi
also reminded Pakistan that it
has not learned anything from
the past.
Without mincing any words
the Prime Minister said, “In
Kargil, we not only won the

war, we presented an
incredible example of ‘truth,
restraint and strength”. The
Prime Minister threw light
on Pakistan’s deceit at a time
when India was making all
efforts to maintain peace.
“Falsehood and terror were
brought down to their knees
by truth”, he added.
Condemning terrorism, the
Prime Minister said Pakistan
has always faced defeat in the
past. “Pakistan has not
learned anything from its
past and has continued to
wage war in the garb of
terrorism and proxy wars to
stay relevant”.
Addressing the Shradhanjali
Samaroh after paying

homage to the bravehearts
who made the supreme
sacrifice in the line of duty
the Prime Minister said,
“Today I am speaking from a
place where the masters of
terror can hear my voice
directly. I want to tell these
patrons of terrorism that
their nefarious intentions
will never succeed. Our
soldiers will crush terrorism
with full force and the enemy
will be given a befitting
reply,” he added.
“India will overcome all
challenges that come in the
way of development, be it
Ladakh or Jammu &
Kashmir”, the Prime Minister
reiterated.

Modi warns Pak on terrorism

Top court to
hear Kerala, 
WB pleas on Bill
assent denial
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The Supreme Court on
Friday extended its inter-

im stay on the directives issued
by certain States to display the
names of shop/ restaurant
owners and hawkers outside
their premises during the
Kanwar Yatra season. 
A Bench of Justices
Hrishikesh Roy and SVN
Bhatti said the interim order
passed by it on July 22 will
continue.
“The interim order shall
continue,” the Bench said
while giving time to the
States of Uttar Pradesh
(UP), Uttarakhand and
Madhya Pradesh to file their
responses.  The Bench said it
won’t issue any clarification
on the July 22 order as “We

have said what needed to be
said in our July 22 order.
Can’t force anyone to
disclose names.”
A large number of devotees
travel from various places
with ‘kanwars’ carrying holy
water from the Ganga to
perform ‘jalabhishek’ of
Shivlings during the Hindu
calendar month of ‘Shravan’.
Many believers shun
consuming meat during the
month they consider holy.
Many don’t even consume
meals containing onions and
garlic.
The Bench also made it clear
that there is no restriction
on shops/ eateries
voluntarily displaying
names of its owners and
employees outside their
premises.
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The first meeting of NITI Aayog
in the third tenure of Narendra

Modi as Prime Minister is to see a
“boycott call” by several non-BJP
ruled Chief Ministers on Saturday.
The meeting to be chaired by Modi
will, however, be attended by West
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee who albeit has called for
scrapping of the NITI Aayog and
replace it by Planning Commission.
Apart from Congress and its
alliance-ruled States like
Jharkhand, which are part of the
INDIA Bloc, declining to attend
the crucial meet in the national
Capital, Delhi, Punjab, and Kerala
have also announced they will not
be part of the meeting.
Karnataka CM Siddaramaiah,
Himachal Pradesh CM Sukhvinder
Singh Sukhu and Telangana’s
Revanth Reddy have announced
they will not attend the meeting
over alleged bias against their
States in the Union Budget.
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister and
DMK leader MK Stalin, Kerala’s
CM and CPI(M) leader Pinnarayi
Vijayan as well as Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP)-led Delhi and Punjab
Governments too called to boycott
the meeting.
“NITI Aayog should be scrapped
and Planning Commission should
be brought back. Thought it’s my
duty to raise our voice on common
platform even though I know NITI
Aayog has no financial power,”
Mamata said and confirmed to
take part in the meeting. She said
she will use the opportunity to
register her protest against a
“discriminatory Budget” and the

“conspiracy to divide Bengal and
other Opposition-ruled States.”
The Chief Minister said she was
asked to send her written speech
seven days ahead of the meeting
which she has done and it was
before the Union Budget was
tabled.
“I will stay at the meeting for a
while. If I get an opportunity to
deliver my speech at the meeting
and record my protest against the
discrimination and political bias
against the Opposition-ruled States
in the Budget besides the
conspiracy that is being hatched to
divide Bengal and its neighbouring
States, I will do so. Else, I will walk
out of the meeting,” the Trinamool
Congress supremo said.
An official statement said Modi
will chair NITI Aayog’s 9th
Governing Council meeting which

will focus on making India a
developed nation by 2047. 
The council, the apex body of NITI
Aayog, includes all State Chief
Ministers, Lieutenant Governors of
Union Territories, and several
Union Ministers. Modi is the
chairman of NITI Aayog.
According to the statement, the
meeting aims to foster participative
governance and collaboration
between the Centre and State
Governments, enhancing the
quality of life for both rural and
urban populations by
strengthening the delivery
mechanisms of Government
interventions. 
The meeting will also focus on
recommendations of the 3rd
National Conference of Chief
Secretaries held in December last
year.

Opp CMs to skip NITI Aayog meet, Didi to attend
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India a win away from Women’s Asia Cup title

French rail sabotage ahead of Olympics
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Pacer Renuka Singh's three-
wicket burst followed by

Smriti Mandhana's brisk
unbeaten fifty underlined
India's ruthless performance
as the defending champions
walloped Bangladesh by 10
wickets and marched into
their record-extending ninth
women's Asia Cup final, here
on Friday. 
India will face the winner of
the second semifinal
between Pakistan and Sri
Lanka, in the title clash on
Sunday. 
Shafali (26 not out, 28b, 2x4)
and Mandhana (55 not out,
39b, 9x4, 1x6) were on song
from the word go, as India
overhauled the target of 81

without breaking a sweat.
India ended up at 83 for no
loss in 11 overs.
Mandhana and Shafali's
knocks were filled with
trademark shots around the
ground as India motored to
46 for no loss in the Power
Play. Shafali, who was

dropped on 21 off Rabeya
Khan, played those powerful
heaves across the line to find
the fence.
Mandhana, at the other end,
unfurled those exquisite
drives on the off-side, such
as the one the left-hander
played through the covers
against pacer Marufa Akter.
Mandhana also displayed
her power while pulling
pacer Jahanara Alam for a
six over deep square leg as
India trotted to a victory
that was a long-forgone
conclusion once Bangladesh
were limited 80 for eight.
Renuka (3/10) upfront and
left-arm spinner Radha
Yadav in the middle overs
(3/14) rattled Bangladesh
with excellent spells. 
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Assam’s historical treasure, the
Charaideo Moidam royal burial

complex and shrines built by Ahom
dynasty that ruled the Northeastern State
for around 600 years, has received the
prestigious UNESCO tag, marking the
first cultural site from the region to
receive this honor.  
This was announced during the 46th
World Heritage Committee session in
India. With this addition, India now
proudly hosts 43 World Heritage Sites.
The ‘Moidams’  in Assam’s Charaideo
district with their striking pyramid-
like structures captures the State’s regal
past, and simultaneously offers a
fascinating blend of history,
architecture, and folklore of the Tai-
Ahom dynasty.  The UNESCO tag
highlights the global appreciation of
the Tai-Ahom dynasty’s rich cultural

heritage and historical contributions.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
expressed pride and joy over the
inclusion, highlighting the cultural
and historical value of the ‘Moidams’.
while Union Culture Minister

Gajendra Singh Shekhawat called the
decision a “day etched in golden
letters”.
‘Moidams’ was submitted as India’s
nomination for inclusion in the
UNESCO World Heritage List for the

year 2023-24. 
“The Moidams at Charaideo showcase
the glorious Ahom culture, which
places utmost reverence to ancestors. I
hope more people learn about the
great Ahom rule and culture. Glad
that the Moidams join the
#WorldHeritage List,” Modi said in a
post on X.
The Moidams are a mound burial
system that served as a resting place
for Ahom kings and queens. They
were constructed by providing an
earth cover over a hollow vault made
of bricks, stone or earth.
The designated site contains 90
moidams of different sizes, which
were created over a period of 600
years, and include other cultural
features like ceremonial pathways and
bodies of water, said a spokesperson
from ICOMOS, the advisory body of
the World Heritage Committee. 
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The National Testing Agency (NTA) on Friday
announced the final results of the controver-

sy-ridden medical entrance exam NEET-UG. The
results were declared
following directive
from the Supreme
Court after taking
into account marks
of a physics ques-
tion, which the NTA
had said has two
correct answers.
“The re-revised score cards are live now,” a
senior NTA official said. Forty-four out of the 67
candidates who were earlier declared toppers
had scored full marks because of the marks
awarded for that particular physics question.
The number of toppers was later reduced to 61
with the agency withdrawing grace marks
awarded to six candidates to make up for loss of
time at few exam centres.
In a major setback to unsuccessful aspirants of
NEET-UG 2024, the Supreme Court on Tuesday
dismissed the pleas seeking cancellation and re-
test of the controversy-ridden exam, holding
that there was no evidence on record to
conclude that it was “vitiated” on account of
“systemic breach” of its sanctity.
The verdict came as a shot in the arm for the
embattled NDA Government and the NTA,
which were facing strong criticism and protests,
on streets and in Parliament, over alleged large-
scale malpractices like question paper leak,
fraud and impersonation in the prestigious test
held on May 5.
The CBI is probing alleged irregularities in
NEET-UG 2024 and has lodged six FIRs. The
NEET-UG is conducted by the National Testing
Agency for admissions to MBBS, BDS, AYUSH
and other related courses in Government and
private institutions.
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In a significant development,
the Supreme Court on Friday

agreed to consider the separate
pleas of Opposition-ruled
Kerala and West Bengal, alleg-
ing the denial of assent to Bills
passed by the respective legisla-
tive Assemblies. Kerala also
alleged that Governor Arif
Mohammed Khan referred cer-
tain Bills to President Droupadi
Murmu and those were yet to be
cleared.
Taking note of the pleas, the
top court issued notices to the
Union Ministry of Home
Affairs and the secretaries of
Kerala Governor Khan and his
West Bengal counterpart CV
Ananda Bose and sought their
replies within three weeks. The
bench of Chief Justice DY
Chandrachud, Justice JB
Pardiwala and Justice Manoj
Misra also directed the
Trinamool Congress-led West
Bengal Government to make
the Home Ministry a party to
the petition.
The CPI(M)-led Left
Democratic Front
Government of Kerala moved
the SC in March, alleging that
certain Bills cleared by the
Assembly were referred to the
President by the Governor
and these were still pending
assent.
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NEET-UG final
results declared
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Bhopal: A family get togeth-
er of the alumni of the com-
merce batch of 1976 to 1982
of Hamidia College was orga-
nized, in which the students
shared their interesting mem-
ories and the family members
organized various competi-
tions, lucky draw, songs and
tambola. The families of
Ashok Chaturvedi, Deepak
Mishra, Mukesh Chouksey,
Ashish Saxena, Ravindra

Pandey, Vivek Deshpande,
Vijay Saxena, Sudhir Pandit,
Pradeep Saxena, Prakash
Ratnaparkhi, Arun Saxena,
Hemant Kapoor, Satya
Bhushan Sharma, Ajay
Srivastava, Neelabh Srivastava
etc. participated in the pro-
gram. 
The hero of the program
was Arun Saxena who won
the maximum prizes in the
Tambola lucky draw. 

When the family members
sang old songsTum Mujhe
Yun Bhula Na
Paaoge…Kabhi Alvida Na
Kehna…Jhilmil Sitaron Ka
Aangan Hoga…Chand Si
Mehbooba Ho Meri…All the
members could not stop
themselves from dancing on
such presentations and final-
ly left for their respective
homes with these sweet
memories.
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Heavy rains lashed the state
on Friday,  heavy rainfall
was recorded in 18

districts including Bhopal,
Indore, Ujjain. Raisen received
the highest rainfall of 3.3 inches. 
Rivers and streams swell in
several areas. The main market
was filled with 3 feet of water. A
school auto rickshaw was washed
away in Begamganj.
More than 2.1 inches of rain was
recorded in Narmadapuram.
More than 1 inch of rainfall was
also recorded in Pachmarhi,
Bhopal and Nowgong. Apart
from this, rainfall was recorded
in Chhindwara, Ujjain, Dhar,
Ratlam, Mandla, Guna,
Malajkhand, Betul, Indore,
Jabalpur, Khajuraho, Satna and
Sidhi.
The Meteorological Department
has issued an alert of heavy rain
in 5 districts including Bhopal in
the next few hours. Apart from

Sehore, Raisen, Rajgarh of Bhopal
division, flood warning has been
issued in Agar Malwa, Sagar,
Mandsaur, Neemuch,
Ashoknagar and Guna.
Due to heavy rain on Thursday
night in Ratlam, houses and
shops have been flooded. After
the rain stopped in the morning,
people were busy removing water.
In Sanchi of Raisen, the way to

a school is filled with water up
to 3 feet. Children have not
been able to reach school this
morning.
So far, Madhya Pradesh has
received 15.2 inches of rain. This
is 1 percent more than the
average. The western part of the
state - Bhopal, Indore, Ujjain,
Narmadapuram, Gwalior-
Chambal divisions have received

3 percent more rain than the
average, while the eastern part -
Rewa, Sagar, Jabalpur and
Shahdol divisions have received
1percent less rain. However, the
figure is increasing due to
continuous heavy rain.
The Municipal Corporation have
arrangements for rescuing the
people in floods during the rains
or there is a situation of
waterlogging in the house, then
the staff of the Municipal
Corporation will immediately
reach for help. Relief teams will
immediately start work even if a
tree falls or house collapses.
Officers and employees are
deployed in all zones along with
the main control room of the
Municipal Corporation.
Heavy rainfall has been witnessed
in Bhopal for the last 2 days.
Since this morning, there has
been a period of sometimes
heavy and sometimes drizzling
rain. In such a situation,
waterlogging is taking place at

many places. In view of this,
Mayor Malti Rai reached the
corporation's control room and
took stock of the situation.
The most affected areas by floods
have been Damkheda, Kolar,
Indus Colony, Shivnagar etc.
There was a flood situation last
year too. Therefore, this time too,
these areas are under
observation.
The main emergency control
room has been set up in the Fire
Brigade Headquarters Traffic
Park. Fire Officer Rameshwar
Neel is in charge. His mobile
number is 9424499593. The
telephone numbers of the control
room are 0755-2542222, 2540220
and 2701401. There is also a
control room in Mata Mandir
Central Workshop. Its in-charge
is Transport and Traffic
Management Officer
Chanchalesh Girhare and is
available on 9425149028. This
control room is working 24
hours.
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IVF Centre will be started in
AIIMS Bhopal by the end of
this year, which will bring

the joy of a child to the child-
less couple and the people of the
state and the adjoining areas will
get the facility of test tube baby. 
Executive Director Prof. (Dr)
Ajai Singh said this while inau-
gurating a CME on the topic of
"In-vitro embryo development
and storage in IVF" and a work-
shop on "Role of IVF skills lab-
oratory with simulator on ovum
pick-up and embryo transfer in
IVF" at AIIMS Bhopal on
Friday on the occasion of World
IVF/Embryologist Day. 
Prof Singh stressed on the
importance of necessary coun-
seling for couples struggling
with the problem of infertility
and emphasized on timely eval-
uation of infertility in the male
partner. "IVF is a remarkable
advancement in reproductive
medicine that offers hope to
couples who have struggled to
conceive naturally. Our new
centre will provide state-of-
the-art facilities and expert
care, ensuring that more couples
can experience the joy of par-
enthood" said Prof. Singh.
IVF i.e. In Vitro Fertilization is
also commonly known as Test

Tube Baby. It is an artificial
means of conception for couples
who have failed to conceive nat-
urally. According to the World
Health Organization, about 40
million couples and 180 million
people have faced problems
like infertility across the world.
About 4 million children have
been born through ART i.e.
Assisted Reproductive
Technology.
Earlier, Dr. K. Pushpa Latha,
Head of Obstetrics and
Gynecology Department, said
that the celebration of this day
started in 1978, when the first
test tube baby was born through
IVF. IVF treatment basically
depends on the age of the
patient and his health. During
this, Chief Medical Officer Dr.
Prabhakar Tiwari said that a
total of 32 IVF centers are
working in Madhya Pradesh.
Executive Director of AIIMS
Bhopal Prof. (Dr) Ajai Singh
always supports in any aspect
related to Public Health.
During the program, the
experts also demonstrated the
complications of IVF and the
skills to deal with it to the par-
ticipants. Apart from this, the
entire process of IVF along
with the protocols to be fol-
lowed during this was also
explained.
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Chief Minister Mohan
Yadav has urged citi-
zens to remain vigilant

to avoid issues caused by
excessive rainfall. He empha-
sized the importance of tak-
ing special care of children,
advising that they should
avoid areas with high water
levels and downstream
regions. Additionally, caution
is advised against lightning
strikes, and individuals should
avoid taking shelter under
trees, as lightning is more like-
ly to strike them. Dr. Yadav
mentioned that the state has
received 4 percent more rain-
fall than the average so far.
With the opening of the gates
of Bargi Dam, water levels are
expected to rise, and an alert
has been issued to all con-
cerned districts. Relief camps

have been established in the
Sagar and Katni districts,
which have been particularly
affected by the heavy rainfall.
The monsoon is currently
active in the state, with
approximately 400 mm of
rain recorded so far, which is
4 percent above the average as
of today, July 26th. Light rain-
fall is predicted across the
entire state over the next four
days, with heavier rainfall
expected in three divisions.
Some districts in the Bhopal,
Narmadapuram, and Jabalpur
divisions, including Bhopal,
Vidisha, Sehore, Raisen,
Rajgarh, Narmadapuram,
Jabalpur, Katni, Balaghat,
Seoni, and Chhindwara, are
forecasted to experience heavy
rainfall. Additionally, heavy
rainfall is predicted in Panna
and Chhatarpur in the Sagar
division, as well as in the Satna
district in the Rewa division.

Water level will increase when
Bargi gates open, instructions
to districts to remain alert
Chief Minister Yadav stated
that the Bargi Dam reservoir
is currently 53 percent full,
with a water level of 416
meters. This level is expect-
ed to rise by two meters in the
next two days, necessitating
the opening of the dam's
gates. An alert has been
issued for downstream dis-

tricts, including Jabalpur,
N a r s i n g h p u r ,
Narmadapuram, Harda,
Khandwa, and Khargone.
Residents in these districts'
villages are to be informed,
and the administration has
been instructed to take nec-
essary precautions to ensure
public safety.
Water level of other dams
Chief Minister Yadav said
that most of the irrigation
dams of the state is around 50
percent full. Among these,
The water level of Gandhi
Sagar dam is 56 percent,
Indira Sagar is 23 percent,
Omkareshwar is 44 percent
and Rajghat Dam is 30 per-
cent.
Relief camps set up in Sagar
and Katni
Chief Minister Yadav said
that it is raining in the entire
state which is also necessary
for agriculture. Due to exces-

sive rainfall, low-lying settle-
ments were flooded at some
places in Katni and Sagar dis-
tricts. Relief camps have been
set up at these places.
Similarly, there was heavy
rainfall in Ratlam and
Sheopur districts yesterday.
Provision of relief amount
on loss
Chief Minister Yadav said
there is no news of crop
damage due to the monsoon
rain in the state. Some cases
of loss of life and animals
have come to light, and
instructions have been given
to the districts to provide
financial assistance as per
the provision. 
Information about damage to
about 150 houses has also
been received. Assistance is
also being provided in such
cases. For this, an adequate
budget has been made avail-
able in the districts.
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Afemale thief targeted a
workshop named A to Z
located in Ayodhya bypass

and stole spare parts of luxury
cars worth lakhs of rupees includ-
ing the steering of a Mercedes car
from the shop.
The entire incident was cap-
tured on CCTV cameras. The
incident took place at 6 am on
Wednesday. A complaint is being
lodged in this matter on Friday.
Mohammad Arif (33) of Itwara,
runs a workshop in Ayodhya
bypass in front of Pratima
Garden.
According to Arif, luxury cars are
repaired in his workshop. Along
with this, parts are also sold.
When he opened the shop on
Wednesday morning, he saw
that the rear part of the workshop
was cut. All the goods inside were
scattered. 
On checking the goods, it was

found that the steering, head,
turbo of the Mercedes car, wiring
of other cars and expensive parts
had been stolen.
The price of which is around two
and a half lakh rupees. On check-
ing the CCTV camera, it was
found that a woman had com-
mitted the crime. Immediately
informed the police about the
incident and also submitted a
complaint application to the
police. Police called us to the
police station at 4 pm on Friday.
FIR is being registered in the case.
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Every day 9365 com-
plaints are being made
in the state regarding

power outages, transformer
failure and wrong electricity
bills.
On the other hand, the Energy
Department claims that in the
span of five years, more than
25 lakh consumers have been
contacted after complaints,
out of which 98 percent have
said that action was taken
after they made a complaint. 
Out of the people from whom
information about service
provided by the power com-
panies, more than 32000 have
expressed dissatisfaction with
the work.
Energy Minister Pradyuman
Singh Tomar said that the
maximum complaints come
about power supply disrup-
tions and wrong electricity
bills in urban and rural areas.

Apart from this, complaints of
burnt and damaged trans-
formers and power line
obstructions are also regis-
tered in all three power dis-
tribution company areas. Its
resolution is done within the
time limit. 
For this, the centralized 1912
call center service established
in the power distribution cen-
ter headquarters of Jabalpur,
Bhopal and Indore has been
strengthened.
It was told that the work of
registering complaints is done
in the call center of electrici-
ty companies. Under this,
from January 2019 to March
2024, 1.74 Crore complaints
were received regarding elec-
tricity supply.
In this way, the figures of
complaints registered in a
total interval of 1916 days
show that 9365 complaints are
being registered every day
across the state. The depart-
ment claims that all these

complaints have been
addressed.
More than 32000 consumers
are not satisfied, taking feed-
back from 500 complainants
every day
According to Minister Tomar,
a review system has been
started after the redressal of
electricity related complaints.
Under this, every company
from all three call centers
contacts 500 complainants
daily and takes information
whether action has been taken
on their complaint or not.
From August 2019 to March
2024, feedback of 2578367
consumers was taken.
Consumer satisfaction per-
centage was found to be 98.75.
Out of these complainants,
32230 complainants are  not
satisfied  with the action of the
electricity company and now
the  not satisfied  consumers
are being contacted by field
officers and their problems are
also being resolved.
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Minister for Labour
Welfare Prahlad
Patel has said

arrangements would be
made in the larger interest
of workers to ensure wage
revision of workers in every
five years. He was discussing
issues relating to workers'
welfare with a delegation of
t h e
BharatiyaMazdoorSangh
the other day.
Patel said that the central
and state governments are
paying attention to workers'
health and skill develop-
ment, as well as the educa-
tion and skill development
of their children. The cen-
tral and state governments
have provided all possible
assistance to workers in
cases of accidents and seri-
ous illness. For the first
time in the country, the
provision of issuingunique
PF (Provident Fund) iden-
tity cards to workers has
been made under the guid-
ance of Prime Minister
NarendraModi.
Patel observed that working
in the interest of workers
requires sensitivity and
understanding. Be it Sambal

Scheme or helping the con-
struction workers, the state
government is with workers
and their families.
The delegation from the
BharatiyaMazdoorSangh
included Sanjay Singh, State
President, DilipGurjar, State
General Secretary, Niranjan
Kumar, Organization
Secretary, and Arvind
Mishra, Executive President.
The Sangh submitted a
memorandum to the
Labour Minister concerning
workers' interests. 
The delegation also includ-
ed Kamlesh Patel, State Vice
President, Megha Dubey,
Rajan Nair, State Minister,
Deepak Gupta, Office
Minister, Umesh Sharma,
Treasurer, and Harendra
Singh Chandel, also partic-
ipated in the discussions.
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Indore: Medi-caps University,
in collaboration with Southern
Methodist University (SMU),
USA, proudly announces the
launch of an integrated dual
degree program in engineering
and management. The program
was inaugurated by Dr. Robin
Poston, Dean of SMU, and Dr.
Dinesh Rajan, Associate Dean of
SMU. Their aim was to highlight
the academic opportunities and
promising career prospects avail-
able in the USA.
During an interactive session
with Medicap University stu-
dents, Dr. Robin Poston shared
insights on the rich academic
experiences and cultural diversi-
ty students can expect. Dr. Rajan
discussed various academic and
career opportunities, encourag-
ing students to take advantage of
international education.
The event saw participation from
Prof. (Dr.) D.K. Patnaik, Vice-
Chancellor; Mr. Palash Garg,
Chancellor's OSD; Ms. Saloni Garg,
Director of Branding and
Promotion; Prof. (Dr.) Sunil D.
Upadhyay, Collaboration In-
charge; and Prof. (Dr.) Pramod S.
Nair, Dean of Engineering. They
discussed potential programs, stu-
dent exchange opportunities, and
the prospects of dual degree pro-
grams between the two institutions.
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The Department of
Microbiology AIIMS
Bhopal celebrated its

Foundation Day on Friday.
On the occasion, Prof. (Dr.)
Ajai Singh, Executive Director
and CEO, AIIMS Bhopal con-
gratulated the Department of
Microbiology for the progress
made by the department in the
last one year. Prof. Singh
launched new initiatives like
Anti-HBs titer Campaign for
healthcare workers for protec-
tion against Hepatitis B virus
and Cobas 5800 facility for
detecting viral load of HIV
positive patients and released
Antibioticogram for the year
2024 to facilitate antibiotic
policy.
The event was graced by
Microbiologist Dr. Aarti Kapil,
Professor (Retd.), Department

of Microbiology, AIIMS New
Delhi and Past President of
Indian Association of Medical
Microbiologists. 
On "Role of Microbiologists in
the Fight against Antimicrobial
Resistance (AMR)", she
emphasized the importance
of rapid and accurate micro-
biological diagnosis, recent
advancements in the field and
building teamwork among
clinicians in the fight to con-
trol AMR. <
A debate competition on the
use of large language models
for writing peer-reviewed sci-
entific manuscripts was held
during the event, in which Dr.
Samendra Karkhur and Dr.
Madhavan, Assistant
Professors in the Departments
of Ophthalmology and
Urology, participated. At the
end of the event, the winners
of the literary and art compe-
titions held during the week
were awarded.
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Chief Minister Mohan
Yadav paid homage
to the statue of

Bharat Mata at Shaurya
Smarak in Bhopal on the
occasion of Kargil Vijay
Diwas and Silver Jubilee
Year. Dr. Yadav reached
Shaurya Stambh and salut-
ed the martyrs. Chief
Minister Dr. Yadav also
dedicated the Army’s T-55
tank installed in the
Shaurya Smarak complex.
The tank will be on display
from now on at Shaurya
Smarak. Chief Minister Dr.
Yadav paid tributes to the
soldiers martyred in the
Kargil war and addressed a
program held in
Dronacharya Auditorium.
In the main program orga-
nized in the capital Bhopal
on Kargil Vijay Diwas

today, NCC cadets gave a
Guard of Honor to the
Chief Minister Dr. Yadav on
his arrival at Shaurya
Smarak. General Officer
Commanding Sudarshan
Chakra Corps, Preetpal
Singh, Additional Director
General of NCC Madhya
Pradesh, and Chhattisgarh
Major General Ajay Kumar
along with many officers of
21 Corps Bhopal also took
part.
Addressing the program of
the Army and NCC, Chief
Minister Dr. Yadav said
that our Army created a
new history with the Kargil
victory. This victory is a
recognition of the bravery
and valor of the Indian
Army. Many times in times
of war, the morale of the
army is more important
than weapons, which leads
to victory. Bravery has been

the identity of India.
Enemies come to our coun-
try to destroy and corrupt
us for various reasons and
ways, but they cannot last
long before our bravery.
Old civilizations like Egypt
and Rome have come to an
end. But India could not be
overpowered.
Chief Minister Yadav said
that after independence,
India and Pakistan became
two nations. If we compare
the two nations today, we
see that the good qualities
of India give it a different
place. There were wars
between the two countries
after 1965 and 1971 and in
1999. When Atal ji was the
Prime Minister, our neigh-
boring country cheated on
us while India was being
courteous to them. We have
always known our limita-
tions and dignity. In keep-

ing with the past, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
knows how our neighbors
are and how to tackle them.
Chief Minister Yadav said
that Pakistan was defeated
in the Kargil war. Today
India knows how to deal
with the audacity of the
enemy. Indian Army is one
of the best armies in the
world. The nation will
never forget the martyred
soldiers of Kargil. While
congratulating the people of
the state on Kargil Vijay
Diwas, Chief Minister Dr.
Yadav paid tribute to the
martyrs of the war.
Chief Minister Yadav
extended his best wishes
and congratulated the NCC
cadets (including both boys
and girls) for their excellent
singing performance. He
termed the installation of
the T-55 tank won as a war

trophy by the Indian Army
at the Shaurya Smarak
complex as significant.
Chief Minister Dr. Yadav
also visited the picture
exhibition at Shaurya
Smarak.
Culture Minister of State
(Independent Charge) Shri
Dharmendra Singh Lodhi
along with many military
and senior NCC officers
were also present in the
program. At the outset,
the General Officer
Commanding Sudarshan
Chakra Corps Shri Preetpal
Singh welcomed Chief
Minister Dr. Yadav. Major
General Shri Ajay Kumar
Mahajan gave a message to
the NCC cadets to always
be dedicated to discipline
and service to the nation.
A memento was also pre-
sented to Chief Minister
Dr. Yadav.
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An agreement was signed
between State Bank of
India and Transport

Department, Madhya Pradesh on
Friday for depositing money in
various heads through PoS
machine. 
This agreement was signed by
Deputy General Manager Mr.
Sarat Chandra Panda from SBI
and Mr. Pramod Saxena Deputy
Transport Commissioner
(Finance) from Transport
Department in the presence of
Transport Commissioner Mr.
DP Gupta. 
Through this agreement, SBI
will provide 250 PoS machines to
the Transport Department
through which the department
will receive various types of pay-
ments like permit tax, fines etc.
This machine will be installed at

all the district offices, flying
squads and check points of
Madhya Pradesh, which will
facilitate the department to
process e-challan and receive
payments from the general pub-
lic. 
The objective of this initiative is
to promote digital payment in the
department and provide conve-
nience to the general public.
Payment can be made through
debit / credit card and UPI
through this machine. By enter-
ing the vehicle registration num-
ber in this machine, information
about the outstanding bill of the
vehicle owner can be obtained
and outstanding payment can be
made. This machine will be help-
ful in increasing the efficiency of
the transport department and the
department will get complete
information regarding the pay-
ments.
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Bhopal: Chief MinisterMohan
Yadav has expressed deep grief
over the demise of senior leader
Prabhat Jha. Yadav said that
Prabhat Jha was a vigilant pub-
lic representative as well as a
renowned writer and nation-
alist thinker. He discharged
various important responsi-
bilities. These include the roles
of Rajya Sabha member,
President Madhya Pradesh
Bharatiya Janata Party and

National Vice President
Bharatiya Janata Party. Dr.
Yadav said that he had a rela-
tionship with Prabhat ji for
many years. He lived an exem-
plary life.
Yadav said that Shri Jha always
gave priority to the necessary
co-ordination with the media
in his political life. He used to
study continuously. He ren-
dered memorable services to
strengthen the organisation.
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Bhopal: Marking 15 glorious
years of its flagship scholarship
examination ANTHE, Aakash
Educational Services Limited
(AESL)<announced the launch of
the latest edition of the highly
anticipated Aakash National
Talent Hunt Exam (ANTHE)
2024. The popular and most-
sought after exam offers students
from Class VII-XII the chance to
earn up to 100% scholarships
along with significant cash
awards, helping them achieve
their dreams of a successful
career in medicine or engineer-
ing.
This year, an exciting addition

includes a 5-day all-expenses-paid
trip to the Kennedy Space Center
in Florida, USA, for five outstand-
ing students. The John F. Kennedy
Space Centre, located in Florida, is
one of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's
(NASA) ten field centres in the
United States.
ANTHE scholarship recipients will
benefit from Aakash's extensive
coaching programs and others.
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President Droupadi Murmu,
Defence Minister Rajnath

Singh, Home Minister Amit
Shah and External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar on Friday
paid tributes to armed forces on
the occasion of the Kargil
Diwas.
In her salutations, President
Murmu said the Kargil Vijay
Diwas is an occasion to pay
tributes to the courage and
extraordinary valour of the
country’s armed forces.
Kargil Vijay Diwas is observed
on July 26 every year to mark
India’s victory over Pakistan in
the 1999 war.
The Indian Army had launched
a fierce counter-assault to push
back Pakistani forces that had
stealthily occupied important
heights in Ladakh.
“Kargil Vijay Diwas is an occa-
sion for a grateful nation to pay
tribute to the courage and
extraordinary valour of our
armed forces,” Murmu said in
a social media post in Hindi.
“I pay tribute to each soldier
who made the supreme sacri-
fice while protecting Mother
India on the peaks of Kargil in
1999 and bow in reverence to
their sacred memory. I am
sure that all countrymen will
draw inspiration from their
sacrifice and valour. Jai Hind Jai
Bharat!” she said.
Rajnath said “Today, on the
25th anniversary of Kargil Vijay
Diwas, we remember the
indomitable spirit and courage
of the brave soldiers who
fought valiantly in the 1999
war,” in a social media post.
“Their unwavering commit-
ment, valour and patriotism

ensured that our country
remained safe and secure. Their
service and sacrifice will con-
tinue to inspire every Indian
and our coming generations,”
he said.
Home Minister Shah said
Indian soldiers displayed the
ultimate valour in the inacces-
sible hills of the Himalayas dur-
ing the Kargil War and forced
the enemy army to kneel.
Kargil Vijay Diwas is a symbol
of the unwavering resolve of the
valour of the brave soldiers of
the Army, he said.
“During the Kargil War, the
brave soldiers displayed the
ultimate valour in the inacces-
sible hills of the Himalayas and
forced the enemy army to kneel
and made the country proud by
hoisting the Tricolour again in
Kargil,” Shah said in a social
media post. The Home
Minister said the grateful
nation would never forget the
sacrifice and dedication of the
Indian soldiers. “Today, on
Kargil Vijay Diwas, I salute the
brave soldiers who protected
the motherland with their
courage in this war,” he said in

the post in Hindi. Chief of
Defence Staff(CDS)General
Anil Chauhan and all ranks of
the armed forces also recalled
the supreme sacrifice of the
“Bravehearts”.
“We draw inspiration from the
heroes of Kargil, and we will
continue to honour their lega-
cy by defending our nation
with courage, honour, and sac-
rifice,” the headquarters of the
Integrated Defence Staff said.
Various events were organised
across the country, including at
the Kargil War Memorial in
Dras, to mark the occasion.
More than 500 soldiers made
supreme sacrifice in the con-
flict.Jaishankar also paid trib-
utes to the brave soldiers who
defended the Nation’s territory
during the conflict.”On Kargil
Vijay Diwas, salute the valour
and dedication of our brave sol-
diers. The legacy of their
courage and patriotism acts as
a guiding light for all Indians,”
he said.
Parliament paid rich tributes
and as a mark of respect for the
soldiers who laid their lives in
the war, both Lok Sabha and

Rajya Sabha members stood in
silence for a brief while.
In the Lok Sabha, Speaker Om
Birla recalled the bravery
shown by the soldiers despite
the tough conditions during the
war, and paid tributes to their
efforts in ensuring unity of the
country. Birla also expressed
empathy for the relatives of the
armed forces personnel who
lost their lives in the war.
In the Upper House, Chairman
Jagdeep Dhankhar said a grate-
ful Nation is celebrating the
25th anniversary of Kargil Vijay
Diwas, cherishing the
indomitable courage and val-
our displayed by the Indian
armed forces during the Kargil
war.”On this occasion, this
House salutes the determina-
tion and commitment of our
armed forces, for their extra-
ordinary bravery leading to
the resounding victory over the
enemy despite the adverse
weather conditions and diffi-
cult terrain of Kargil,” the Rajya
Sabha Chairman said. 
Over 500 soldiers made the
supreme sacrifice in the con-
flict.
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Rajya Sabha Chairman Jagdeep
Dhankhar on Friday asked

the Government to explore the
possibility of placing an authentic
copy of the Shah Commission
report on Emergency excesses on
the table of the House, as it had
investigated the “darkest period of
democracy”.  The Shah
Commission report relates to
atrocities committed during the
Emergency imposed in 1975.
During the Zero Hour, Dhankhar
asked the Government to take
note of the issue raised by Deepak
Prakash, a BJP MP from
Jharkhand, regarding the matter
relating to the Shah Commission
report.
“The Government must examine
the possibility of having the
authentic report (of Shah
Commission) and place it on the
table of the House for the benefit
of the members and public at
large,” he said.
The Shah Commission was set up
to investigate the ‘darkest period
of democracy’ and the report
relates to atrocities committed
during the Emergency imposed in
1975, he noted.
Earlier raising the issue, Prakash
said, the Shah Commission, which
was set up in 1977, conducted 100
sittings and evaluated 48,000 doc-
uments.  The final report was pre-
sented on August 6, 1978. This
report was published in three

volumes.
“Indira Gandhi led Government
came in 1980. This report was
destroyed. But one copy of the
Shah Commission report is avail-
able in the National Library of
Australia. This report will reveal
the real facts of the Emergency,” he
said. He demanded that the Shah
Commission report should be
made public.
Meanwhile, Sushmita Deb, a
Trinamool MP from West Bengal,
demanded the release of funds to
deal with the situation arising
from Assam floods.
Harbhajan Singh, an AAP MP
from Punjab, demanded to con-
vert Bhakra Beas Management
Board Hospital in Talwara into
either a post graduate institute
(PGI) or All India Institute of
Medical Science.
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National Security Advisor
(NSA) Ajit Doval met his

Myanmarese counterpart
Admiral Moe Aung and is
understood to have conveyed
New Delhi’s concerns over the
impact of violence and insta-
bility in Myanmar on its bor-
der with India.
Doval is in Myanmarese
Capital Naypyidaw to attend a
meeting of security chiefs of
member nations of BIMSTEC
grouping, according to the
Indian Embassy in Yangon.
Myanmar has been witnessing
wide-spread violent protests
demanding restoration of
democracy since the military
seized power in a coup on
February 1, 2021.Several parts
of Myanmar have been wit-
nessing intense fighting
between the military junta and
resistance forces. The resis-
tance forces have already cap-
tured several towns.
“NSA Ajit Doval is leading the
Indian delegation at the 4th
Annual Meeting of #BIMSTEC

Security Chiefs being held in
Naypyitaw today. 
He met with the Myanmar
NSA Admiral Moe Aung yes-
terday, and BIMSTEC Security
Chiefs called on Prime Minister
Senior General Min Aung
Hlaing,” the Indian embassy
said in a post on ‘X’. It is learnt
that Doval and Aung discussed
security related issues and the
Indian NSA apprised his
Myanmarese counterpart on
New Delhi’s concerns over the
impact of violence and insta-
bility in Myanmar on its bor-
der with India.Myanmar shares
a 1,640 km-long border with a
number of northeastern states
including militancy-hit
Nagaland and Manipur.
The resistance forces in that
country have already captured
many key trading points along
the borders with India, China
and Bangladesh.
Rakhine state and many other
regions have reported severe
fighting between armed ethnic
groups and the Myanmarese
military since October last
year.
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Rajya Sabha on Friday wit-
nessed noisy scenes during

the Zero Hour after Chairman
Jagdeep Dhankhar rejected
notices by ruling party mem-
bers to suspend listed business
of the House to discuss an issue
related to corruption in
Karnataka, but allowed a BJP
member to raise the matter.
Treasury members were on
their feet to protest rejection of
the notices under Rule 267 of
procedure and conduct of busi-
ness of Rajya Sabha, while
Opposition, mainly Congress
MPs objected to Chair’s per-
mission to BJP’s Iranna Kadadi
to raise the issue of corruption
in Karnataka Maharshi Valmiki
Scheduled Tribes Development
Corporation (KMVSTDC) as
part of his Zero Hour mention.
Kadadi, Brij Lal, Naresh Bansal
and Sudhanshu Trivedi of BJP
had given the notices.
Dhankhar had to repeatedly
ask the protesting members
from both sides to accept his

ruling and bring order in the
House.
Soon after the House paid
homage to martyrs of Kargil
War and laying of listed papers,
the Chairman said while there
were no notices under Rule 267
during the past two days, he has
received four from MPs
belonging to the ruling party
demanding discussion on the
issue of corruption in KMVST-
DC by suspending the sched-
uled business.
“All of them (notices) belonged
to the ruling party. These

notices ignore my directives
which were explicit. There may
be issues of great importance,
many have been raised under
267 earlier (by Opposition), I
declined all of them. No issue
which is otherwise of great
urgency and contemporary rel-
evance call for invocation of
Rule 267. 
This invocation notwithstand-
ing your feelings on the issue
does not come up to the
requirement of Rule 267,” he
said while rejecting the notices.
However, he said Kadadi has

been permitted to raise the
matter as part of his Zero
Hour mention.
When Kadadi’s turn came to
speak on the KMVSTDC issue,
Congress members objected
saying his name does not
appear in the list of speakers for
the Zero Hour morning ses-
sion.
Senior Congress leader P
Chidambaram said since
Kadadi’s name is not in the list
circulated, the chair may allow
him to speak on the issue
some other day.
Dhankhar said while giving his
ruling on the notices under
Rule 267, he had categorically
informed multiple times that
Kadadi has been allowed to
raise the issue during the ongo-
ing Zero Hour.
Tiruchi Siva (DMK) requested
the Chairman that other mem-
bers too should be given per-
mission as has been given to
Kadadi.
To this, Dhankhar said he
would allow provided a mem-
ber seeks such permission.
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More than five crore cases
are pending in various

courts across India, with a
maximum of over 1.18 core in
the subordinate courts of Uttar
Pradesh, according to the gov-
ernment’s written reply in the
Lok Sabha.
Law Minister Arjun Ram
Meghwal said while 84,045
cases are pending in the
Supreme Court, 60,11,678
were pending in the various
High Courts. District and sub-
ordinate courts are the biggest
contributors, with 4,53,51,913
cases pending with them,
according to the minister.
Meghwal said several reasons
lead to the pendency of cases,
including the availability of
physical infrastructure and
supporting court staff, the
complexity of facts involved,
the nature of evidence, and the
cooperation of stakeholders,
including the bar, investigation
agencies, witnesses and liti-
gants. Proper application of
rules and procedures also plays
a key role, he said.
Other factors that lead to
delays in the disposal of cases
include lack of prescribed time
frame by courts for disposal of
various kinds of cases, fre-
quent adjournments and lack

of adequate arrangement to
monitor, track and bunch
cases for hearing, the Minister
added.
He also informed the House
that over 200 proposals sent by
various High Court collegiums
for High Court judgeship are
at various stages of processing.
In a written reply,  Law
Minister Arjun Ram Meghwal
also cited an opinion of the
Supreme Court Collegium that
expression of views by a can-
didate does not disentitle him
or her to hold a constitution-
al office so long as the person
proposed for judgeship is a
person of competence, merit
and integrity.
There have been instances in
the past where the
Government had either held
back or returned to the col-
legium for consideration
names of persons who had
expressed their views on var-
ious issues as advocates.

Meghwal told the House that
the Government, as an impor-
tant stakeholder in the process
of appointment of Judges in
the High Courts and as laid
down in the Memorandum of
Procedure, provides inputs
which mainly contain infor-
mation on the suitability, com-
petence and integrity of the
candidates under considera-
tion for appointment to high
constitutional post in the judi-
ciary. The recommendations
along with inputs are then sub-
mitted to the SC Collegium for
advice.
As per the procedure, the
High Court collegiums send
their recommendations to the
Department of Justice in the
law ministry which adds
inputs on the candidate along
with IB reports and sends it to
the SC Collegium to take a
call.As on date, 205 proposals
recommended by the various
High Court Collegiums are at
various stages of processing, he
said.
Appointment of SC and HC
judges is a continuous, inte-
grated and collaborative
process between the Executive
and the Judiciary. It requires
consultation and approval
from various constitutional
authorities both at state and
central level, he noted.
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The Indian Coast Guard
(ICG) evacuated 14 Indian

crew of grounded vessel bulk
carrier JSW Raigad off the
coast of Alibaug, Maharashtra
at about 0930 am on Friday,
Defence Ministry said here.
Giving details, officials said the
ICG Maritime Rescue
Coordination Centre (MRCC)
Mumbai, received a distress call
from the carrier at 1327 hours
on Thursday.
The vessel measuring 122
meters with 14 Indian crew on
board ran aground on reefs
approximately 01 nautical miles
from Alibaug. It reported
anchor dragging, flooding in
the engine room and loss of
control. In the backdrop of
extreme sea conditions along
the Maharashtra coast and
presence of reefs in the area,
airlift emerged as the only
viable rescue option.

Prez, Ministers pay tributes to
armed forces on Vijay Diwas
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The Opposition parties on
Friday criticised Prime

Minister Narendra Modi over
his remarks regarding the
Agnipath scheme while paying
tribute to martyrs on Kargil
Vijay Diwas and demanded a
review of the scheme.
Modi said the Agnipath recruit-
ment scheme was an example
of necessary reforms under-
taken by the Army and accused
the Opposition of playing pol-
itics over the recruitment
process aimed at keeping the
average age in the armed forces
low.
Congress President Mallikarjun
Kharge and other party leaders
accused the Prime Minister of
indulging in “petty politics”
over the Agnipath issue and
said the Prime Minister’s
remarks that his Government
implemented the scheme at
the behest of the Army was a
“blatant lie”.
“It is very unfortunate and
deplorable that Prime Minister
Narendra Modi ji is doing petty
politics even on occasions like
paying tribute to martyrs on
Kargil Vijay Diwas. No Prime
Minister has ever done this
before,” Kharge said.

“Modi ji is saying that his
Government implemented the
Agnipath scheme at the behest
of the Army. This is a blatant lie
and an unforgivable insult to
our valiant armed forces. Modi
ji, it is you who is spreading
lies!f he said in a social media
post.
Asserting that many retired
officers had strongly criticised
the scheme, the Congress chief
said the Agnipath scheme was
endangering National Security
and the aspirations of the rural
youth. 
All this is on record, he said and
demanded that the scheme be
completely scrapped.
Congress general secretary
Jairam Ramesh accused Modi
of “lying” even on Kargil Vijay
Diwas. “He (Modi) says the
Agnipath/Agniveer scheme was
introduced by the Army.

General M M Naravane, who
was Army chief at that time, has
written that the scheme came as
a complete surprise to the
Army and as a ‘bolt from the
blue’ to the Navy and Air Force.
Modi is now trying to evade
responsibility for this disas-
trous scheme,” he said in a
social media post.
Congress MP Vivek Tankha
claimed the scheme was
brought with very little con-
sultation. Those consulted did
not have to courage to suggest
changes, he alleged.
“You kept the absorption rate at
25 per cent which is very low.
If it was 50 per cent or 75 per
cent, people may not have
opposed it... 
How can you abandon them
(Agniveers) after four years,” he
asked.
Congress leader Karti

Chidambaram termed
Agnipath an “ill-conceived
scheme”. 
“Modern warfare and modern
military campaigns require a
professional army which is
tremendously technology ori-
ented. Agniveer scheme neither
gives training nor does it give
Commission. It does not equip
a soldier for modern warfare,”
he said.
“It (Agnipath) is a temporary
outsourcing arrangement. The
Government is doing this only
because it wants to save money
by not giving them (Agniveers)
the benefits that would come
from a full commission. 
This does not in any manner
serve the needs of a modern
army,” he said. 
Congress MP Ranjit Ranjan
asserted that when his party
comes to power, the scheme will
be scrapped.
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha
(JMM) MP Mahua Maji said
the scheme needs to be
reviewed as it does not provide
any social security to the
Agniveers.
“I salute the martyrs of Kargil.
Whenever foreign nations have
attacked us, our brave soldiers
have sacrificed their lives,” she
said.
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Union Minister of State for Health
Prataprao Jadhav on Friday said that

no expert committee has been set up to
extend Ayushman Bharat coverage to cit-
izens aged 70 and above.
In his response to the Lok Sabha, Jadhav
stated that the existing Ayushman Bharat
-Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (AB-
PMJAY) already covers all eligible fami-
ly members regardless of age, providing
up to � 5 lakh per family per year for hos-
pitalisation.
He was responding to a question on
whether the Government proposed to
cover citizens aged 70 and above by
expanding Ayushman Bharat through
the launch of National Health Claims
Exchange and if an expert panel had been
set up to strengthen the format of the
scheme for the planned expansion.
Intriguingly, last month on June 27,
President Droupadi Murmu had
announced that all citizens aged above 70

years will receive free treatment under the
Ayushman Bharat health insurance
scheme. 
This declaration was made during her
address to the joint sitting of Parliament
in the National Capital.
President Murmu had also highlighted the
progress of the Ayushman Bharat-Pradhan
Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (AB-PMJAY),
which currently provides free health ser-
vices to 55 crore beneficiaries.
However, Jadhav, in a written reply, said
all members of eligible families, irre-
spective of age, were covered under
Ayushman Bharat - Pradhan Mantri Jan
Arogya Yojana.
The scheme provides health insurance
cover of Rs 5 lakh per family per year for
secondary and tertiary care hospitalisation
to 55 crore individuals, corresponding to
12.34 crore families, he said.
“No expert committee has been set up for
extending the health benefits to cover
senior citizens aged 70 and above,” he stat-
ed. Responding to another question,

Jadhav said.
He said 34 insurers and third-party
administrators were live and approxi-
mately 300 hospitals ramping up to start
sending their claims on the National
Health Claims Exchange (NHCX), which
aims to streamline and fasten health
insurance claim processing, as on July 21.
Jadhav said the government built the
NHCX gateway under the Ayushman
Bharat Digital Mission. 
It serves as a gateway for exchanging
health claim information among insurers,
third party audit, healthcare providers,
beneficiaries and other relevant entities
and ensures interoperability, machine-
readability, auditability and verifiability,
making the information exchange accu-
rate and trustworthy, the minister said.
Supported by the Insurance Regulatory
and Development Authority of India
and the General Insurance Council, the
NHCX will enable standardised and
faster health insurance claim processing,
Jadhav said.
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Karnataka Chief Minister
Siddaramaiah on Friday

strongly defended himself in
connection with the alleged
fraudulent allotment of sites
to land losers by Mysuru
Urban Development
Authority (MUDA),
including to his wife Parvathi,
and asserted that neither he
or his family has any role in
it.
He accused the opposition
BJP and JD(S) of making
politically motivated
allegations against him out of
“hate and revenge”, with an
intention to “put a black mark
on his image”, as they are
unable to digest that he has
become Chief Minister for
the second time.
Siddaramaiah also said that
the Governor Thaawar
Chand Gehlot has sought a
report from the government
regarding the alleged
irregularities in MUDA and a
report will be sent “as
everything is totally and
absolutely legal.”
“Is there any role of either
mine or my wife or my
brother-in-law in this? Our
land was taken (by MUDA) ,
sites were made and they
were allocated to others. So
MUDA gave us (alternate
sites) as given to others, after
accepting their mistake.
What is illegality in this? “
Siddaramaiah asked while
giving a detailed statement to
the allegations made against
him by BJP-JD(S).
Speaking to reporters here, he
said: “Absolutely my role is
not there. It is totally and
absolutely legal. BJP and
JD(S) are indulging in false
propaganda for the sake of
politics and trying to defame
me personally, unable to

digest that I have become the
Chief Minister for the second
time, and as they have lost the
2023 assembly polls and
faced a setback in 2024 Lok
Sabha polls.”
It is alleged that
compensatory sites were
allotted to Siddaramaiah’s
wife in an upmarket area in
Mysuru, which had higher
property value as compared
to the location of her land
which had been “acquired” by
the MUDA. 
The MUDA had allotted plots
to Parvathi under a 50:50
ratio scheme in lieu of 3.16
acres of her land, where
MUDA developed a
residential layout. The
controversial scheme
envisages allotting 50 per
cent of developed land to the
land loser in lieu of
undeveloped land acquired
for forming layouts.
Urban Development Minister
Byrathi Suresh said several
leaders from the opposition
parties or their family
members or relatives or
friends or supporters have
also been given alternative
sites, and they included
Union Minister and JD(S)
state chief H D
Kumaraswamy, BJP MLC
Manje Gowda, JD(S) MLA
and former Minister G T
Deve Gowda, BJP MLC and
former Minister H

Vishwanath, former JD(S)
MLA Sa Ra Mahesh.
“I’m not saying all of this was
done wrongly, it has been
done in accordance with law,
as given in this case (to CM’s
wife).... We will give these
documents to the judicial
commission and they will
look into these allotments,”
he said, adding that
Kumaraswamy has even
sought for more alternative
sites recently stating that his
lands were acquired, and it is
being looked into.
Pointing out that he first
became MLA in 1983 and
Minister in 1984,
Siddaramaiah said: “as
legislator, Minister, Deputy
Chief Minister and Chief
Minister, I have been in
politics for more than 40
years, it is 40 years since I
became Minister first, so far
there is no single black spot
on my name (image). My
political life is an open book.”
Responding to charges
questioning the legality of
3.16 acres of his wife’s land
that was acquired by MUDA,
he said, BJP and JD(S) say
this land attracts provisions
of Karnataka Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes
(Prohibition of Transfer of
Certain Lands) Act, known as
the PTCL Act, which is
“totally false”, as Ninga alias
Jawara, the earlier owner of
the land, had purchased it
through auction in 1935.
The 3.16 acres is a “self
acquired” property, which
later came to Ninga’s third
son Devaraj and he became
the absolute owner of the
property with the consent of
other family members and
siblings, he said. From him,
Mallikarjuna Swamy (CM’s
wife Parvathi’s brother)
acquired this land.

Karnataka CM rebuts Opp
charge over MUDA scam
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Tamil Nadu Governor R N
Ravi, Chief Minister M K

Stalin and Indian Army
veterans on Friday paid rich
tributes to the armed forces
personnel who fought
valiantly and sacrificed their
lives for the country during
the Kargil war of 1999.
The Governor was
accompanied by the army
veterans in paying homage to
the martyrs at the Victory
War Memorial, here.
He said, "On Kargil Vijay
Diwas, we proudly salute our
heroes - the brave sons and
daughters of Bharat Mata
who made their ultimate
sacrifices defending Her
honour."
The event was also a national
celebration of our glorious
victory over Pakistan when

our brave soldiers chased
away the enemy army who
had surreptitiously sneaked
into our territory, the
Governor said in a post on
'X'.
"We salute the Veer Naris and
family members of our
martyrs as their resilience
echoes our nation's enduring
spirit. Jai Hind!," Ravi, said.
Recalling the valour and
commitment of the Indian
army in safeguarding our
country, the chief minister

said in a post on 'X': "On the
25th #KargilVictoryDay, we
honour the bravery and
sacrifice of our soldiers who
defended our nation with
unparalleled courage."
Indian army veteran, Lt Col
N Thiagarajan, said, "On this
day, we remember the 527
brave soldiers who sacrificed
their lives and 1,363 others
who were wounded in the
Kargil War. Their valor and
dedication will forever be
etched in our hearts."

From high-altitude combat to
strategic success, India's
victory in the Kargil War was
a testament to our military's
strength. Pakistan's attempt
to disrupt peace was
thwarted, restoring India's
territorial integrity, he said on
the occasion.
"Our flag does not fly because
the wind moves it. It flies
with the last breath of each
soldier who died protecting
it," Thiagarajan said in a post
on 'X', after paying his
tributes to those who laid
down their lives in the Kargil
War.
Later, while interacting with
the NCC members at the War
Memorial, he shared the
inspiring stories of our
soldiers who fought in harsh,
snow-covered mountains at
sub-zero temperatures, their
leadership and the profound
value of patriotism.
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Ahead of assembly bypolls
in Rajasthan, Rajya Sabha

MP Madan Rathore has been
appointed as the president of
the BJP’s Rajasthan unit,
replacing party leader CP
Joshi. 
Rajya Sabha MP Radha
Mohan Das Agarwal has been
made the state in-charge in
place of party leader Arun
Singh, the party said.
Rathore’s appointment was
announced in an notice
issued on Thursday by BJP
national general secretary
Arun Singh.
CP Joshi, the MP from
Chittorgarh, met the central
leadership on Wednesday
and offered to resign as state
president. 

In a post on X, Rathore wrote,
“I have full faith that together
we will take BJP Rajasthan to
new heights and write a new
saga of development in the
double engine government.
“After being appointed as the
BJP Rajasthan president,
today I had a courtesy
meeting with former state

president of
Bharatiya Janata
Party and
Chittorgarh MP Shri
CP Joshi ji,” he said. 
The appointment of
Rathore, who was
elected as a member
of Rajya Sabha five
months ago, is seen to
have been made to
further strengthen its
support among then
OBCs.
Rathore was twice

elected MLA from Sumerpur
assembly seat of Pali district.
With years of organisational
experience, he has also been
the Deputy Chief Whip of the
state government from 2013
to 2018. 
While he was not fielded in
last year’s assembly elections,
within a few months, he was

sent to the Rajya Sabha. 
Chief Minister Bhajanlal
Sharma also congratulated
Rathore on being appointed
as the BJP state chief.
“Undoubtedly, under your
energetic leadership and
efficient guidance, BJP will
set new standards of success
in the state with the basic
mantra of ‘Sabka Saath, Sabka
Vikas, Sabka Vishwas’. I pray
to Lord Shri Ram for your
excellent tenure,” CM Sharma
wrote on X.
BJP’s outgoing state president
CP Joshi also congratulated
Madan Rathore.
“Hearty congratulations and
best wishes to senior BJP
leader and Rajya Sabha MP
Madan Rathore on his
appointment as BJP
Rajasthan president,” Joshi
said on X. 
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Human-elephant conflicts
resulted in 2,853 human

deaths during the past five
years, with the number of
fatalities reaching a five-year
high of 628 in 2023, according
to government data.
Responding to a question in
the Rajya Sabha, Union
Minister of State for
Environment Kirti Vardhan
Singh on Thursday said
“elephants caused” 587
human deaths in 2019, 471 in
2020, 557 in 2021, 610 in 2022
and 628 in 2023.
The data revealed that Odisha
recorded 624 such deaths
during this period, followed
by Jharkhand with 474, West
Bengal with 436, Assam with
383, Chhattisgarh with 303,
Tamil Nadu with 256,
Karnataka with 160 and
Kerala with 124.
The minister said the
management of wildlife
habitats was primarily the
responsibility of state
governments and Union
Territory administrations and
that the central government
provided financial and
technical support under the
centrally sponsored Project
Tiger & Elephant scheme for
the protection of animals,
their habitats and corridors,
addressing human-animal
conflict, and for the welfare of

captive elephants.
In February 2021, the
ministry issued an advisory
on dealing with human-
wildlife conflict,
recommending coordinated
inter-departmental action,
identification of conflict
hotspots, adherence to
standard operating
procedures, and
establishment of rapid
response teams.
In June the following year, the
environment ministry issued
guidelines to states and Union
Territories on managing
human-wildlife conflicts,
including damage to crops.
The guidelines promote the
cultivation of crops in forest
fringe areas that are
unpalatable to wild animals,
and the use of agroforestry
models incorporating cash
crops such as chilies,

lemongrass, and Khus grass,
mixed with tree and shrub
species.
In coordination with state
forest departments, the
ministry has also ground
validated 150 elephant
corridors across 15 elephant
range states and asked states
and Union Territories to take
necessary steps to protect and
conserve these corridors.
The Union power ministry
issued guidelines to all
discoms and transmission
companies in September 2022
to mitigate the impact of
power transmission lines and
other infrastructure on
elephants and other wildlife.
A permanent coordination
committee has also been
established between the
railways and the environment
ministries to prevent elephant
deaths in train accidents. 
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Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi

Adityanath on Friday said
here that the world
acknowledged the
indomitable valour and
courage of Indian soldiers
during the Kargil war.
“Kargil war was imposed on
India. Pakistan imposed this
war on India by infiltrating
Kashmir in a disguised
manner. 
“But the result (of the war)
was decided by our brave
soldiers,” Adityanath said
while addressing the ‘Silver
Jubilee Celebration’ marking
the 25th anniversary of
Kargil Vijay Diwas at Surya
Auditorium of Central
Command, Cantt. 
According to a statement
issued here, the chief
minister said the state
government always stands
with the brave soldiers who

protect the country’s border.
“At that time, our army’s
brave soldiers were facing
adverse circumstances but
no enemy could stand in
front of them and the world

acknowledged the
indomitable valour and
courage of Indian soldiers
during the Kargil war,” he
said.
Adityanath said that he feels

proud to honour the “brave
families” who lost their
loved ones in Kargil war. 
“If our soldier is martyred in
any war or while protecting
the border, then today his
family is being given a help
of Rs 50 lakh by the state
government,” he said at the
event. 
Additionally, a job has been
ensured for one member of
the soldier’s family, the chief
minister said. 
Furthermore, since 2017,
our government has also
ensured to honour the
memory of the martyred
soldier by naming a grand
memorial, institute, or road
after him in the village, city,
or town of his origin, he
added.
On this occasion, CM
Adityanath honoured the
father of Param Vir Chakra
recipient Captain Manoj
Pandey, mother of Rifleman
Sunil Jung, mother of Naik

Abid Khan, wife of Naik
Ramkesh Chandra Yadav,
wife of Naik Rajendra Yadav,
son of Lance Naik Ashok
Kumar Yadav, Brigadier
Akhil Kumar Sinha, Colonel
Prabhat Ranjan, Colonel
Gyanendra Pratap Singh
Kaushik, Colonel Kshitij
Srivastava, Naik Jitendra
Singh and Sepoy Vinod
Kumar Dubey.
Earlier, the chief minister
also attended the ‘Silver
Jubilee Celebration’
organised at Central
Command, Cantt. 
On July 26, 1999, the Indian
Army announced the
successful culmination of
“Operation Vijay”, declaring
victory after a nearly three-
month-long battle on the icy
heights of Kargil in Ladakh.
The day is observed as
‘Kargil Vijay Diwas’ to
commemorate India’s
victory over Pakistan in the
war. 
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Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD)
leader Sunil Kumar Singh

was expelled from the Bihar
Legislative Council on Friday,
following an incident of
unruly behaviour in the
House earlier this year. 
The motion for Singh’s
expulsion was passed by voice
vote, a day after the Ethics
Committee submitted its
report to acting chairman
Awadhesh Narain Singh. 
Singh, a close aide of RJD
president Lalu Prasad and his
family, was charged with
raising slogans against Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar on
February 13, during a heated
exchange in the House.
In addition to Singh’s
expulsion, another RJD
Member of the Legislative
Council (MLC), Mohd Qari
Sohaib, who also engaged in
disruptive behaviour on the
same day, has been
suspended for two days. The
report revealed that Sohaib
had expressed regret for his
actions during the inquiry,
whereas Singh remained
defiant.
This decision came on the
final day of the monsoon
session, and Singh’s
suspension will take effect
when the House reconvenes.
Anticipating trouble for
Singh, who also heads Bihar
State Cooperative Marketing

Union (BISCOMAUN), RJD
legislators, including
Opposition Leader Rabri
Devi, arrived at the House
wearing black badges to
protest.
Talking to reporters outside
the House prior to his
expulsion, Singh criticised
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar,
calling him a “vindictive”
(pratishodhi) person who
hounded out his critics even
if they happened to be his
allies. 
“You need to look no further
than Samrat Choudhary”,
said the RJD leader, citing the
example of the Deputy CM
who has been replaced as
state BJP chief by a cabinet
colleague Dilip Kumar
Jaiswal.
However, BJP national media
co-convenor Sanjay Mayukh,
who is also an MLC, claimed
that Choudhary’s
replacement was “in line with
the party’s policy of one
person being allowed to hold

only one post”.
Following Singh’s expulsion,
Rabri Devi, a former CM,
denounced the action as
“murder of democracy” and a
“dark chapter in history.” 
She questioned whether the
House would dare take action
against Kumar, who had
allegedly threatened to
“destroy” (barbaad kar
denge) Singh during the
heated exchange.
Ashok Kumar Pandey, an
RJD MLC and Ethics
Committee member, claimed
that although the report
stated unanimous
recommendations, the
proceedings were never
shared with the committee
despite repeated requests.
Chairman Ram Bachan Rai, a
JD(U) MLC, was unavailable
for comment on this
allegation.
Replying to a query on the
way forward, Rabri Devi said
a decision will be taken by the
RJD supremo, who is her
husband, and son Tejashwi
Yadav, who is the leader of
the opposition in the
assembly.
Sunil Singh also claimed the
Chief Minister had an axe to
grind because “I have been
consistently questioning his
government, declining offers
to switch over to his camp”.
He also alleged that the Ethics
Committee report was “full of
falsehoods”. 
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Maharashtra Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde

has stressed the need for a
separate law to curb
adulteration of milk and dairy
products and said the state
government will request the
Centre to make food
adulteration a non-bailable
offence.
Shinde was speaking at a
meeting on Thursday evening
to review the quality of
primary school education in
the state and the adulteration
of milk and milk products.
He said a separate law more
stringent than the
Maharashtra Prevention of
Dangerous Activities of
Slumlords, Bootleggers, Drug
Offenders and Dangerous
Persons Act (MPDA) is
required to be rolled out in
the state, according to a
government release.
He asked the Food and Drugs
Administration (FDA) and
dairy development
departments to start joint
operations against
adulteration of milk “as it is
desperately needed”, assuring
that the home department
will cooperate with them, as
per the release.
Even the milk-producing
farmers also suffer due to
adulteration, he said.
Shinde called food
adulteration a serious offence
and said it adversely affects
children. The future
generation will be at a loss
and many people will fall into
the clutches of killer diseases
like cancer due to food
adulteration, he said. 

Shinde for
separate law for
action against
milk adulteration
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More than 2,500 people
were shifted out of their

homes as several villages were
inundated due to heavy rains
in south Gujarat, officials said
on Friday.
At least 2,200 people were
relocated from villages and
low-lying areas in Navsari,
while 500 persons were
evacuated in neighbouring
Tapi district following heavy
rains in 24 hours, they said.
“Purna River passing through
Navsari district has been
flowing at 28 feet, well above
the danger mark of 23 feet,
due to heavy rains in the
district and its upstream basin
in 24 hours,” Navsari collector
Kshipra Agre told reporters
here.
As many as 2,200 persons
living in Navsari town and
other surrounding areas have
been shifted to shelter houses,
where 15 medical teams were
deployed, she said.
At least 70 internal roads and
four main roads were closed
for vehicular traffic due to
waterlogging, she said.
In Tapi district, 500 persons
from villages in Valod taluka
were shifted to shelter houses
due to flooding, the district

disaster management cell
said.
Villages in Valod, Vyara,
Dolvan and Songadh talukas
were waterlogged, and 113
internal roads were closed, it
said in a statement.
As per data from the State
Emergency Operations
Centre (SEOC), Dolvan
taluka received 173 mm of
rainfall in 24 hours, ending at
6 am on Friday.
Subir in Dangs district
received 164 mm of rain,
followed by Navsari taluka
with 160 mm, Uchchhal in
Tapi with 141 mm, Mahuva in
Surat with 133 mm, Jalalpore
in Navsari with 130 mm,
Gandevi in Navsari with 123
mm and Valod in Tapi with
109 mm, the data stated.
In its latest forecast, the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD) predicted heavy to
very heavy rains at some
places in south Gujarat on
Friday and Saturday. 
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JD(S) Member of the
Legislative Council Suraj

Revanna, who is facing
charges of sexually assaulting
some men and is out on bail,
said on Friday that in 15 to 20
days all those who were part
of the conspiracy against him
and his family will be
exposed.
He said he has not done
anything wrong and that the
truth will come out soon. “We
have not done anything
wrong. That's why we all are
so confident. All the
questions will be answered.
Time alone will give the
answer,” Suraj Revanna,
grandson of former prime
minister H D Deve Gowda,
told reporters after praying to
Goddess Chamundeshwari

here in Mysuru. He said, “I
would also like to tell you that
the truth cannot be hidden
for long. All those who have
taken part in this conspiracy,
they will come out (be
exposed). Just wait for 15 to
20 days.” 
About his pilgrimage to
Chamundi Hills, the JD(S)
MLC said it is a family
tradition that every year he
along with his parents and
other family members pay a

visit to Chamundeshwari
temple to worship the
goddess. 
Suraj Revanna was released
on bail just two days ago in
the sexual assault case. He was
arrested based on a complaint
by a JD(S) worker who alleged
that the MLC sexually
assaulted him. Suraj's younger
brother Prajwal Revanna,
who is also facing allegations
of sexual assault on several
women, is in jail. 
Their parents H D Revanna
and Bhavani Revanna are also
on bail. They face the charge
of allegedly abducting a
woman who had figured in
one of the huge cache of
videos that came into the
public domain ahead of the
Lok Sabha election, and was
seen being tied up and raped,
allegedly by Prajwal Revanna.
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Humans, as we are
now, evolved around
700,000 years back. It

took us millennia to be
domesticated, seeking
warmth and the safe environs
of a family, community, caste,
religion, faith, ideology, local-
ity, city, and the country.
One only has to travel in a
train to understand these
bonds. No sooner are you
settled, when the friendly co-
traveller wants to know the
place that you belong to.
The ice breaker is enough for
complete strangers to explore
more intimate details and
search for relatives in case of
a shared caste, or neigh-
bours or even mutual friends
otherwise.
I remember a few interesting
incidents. I was around 8,
when our teacher asked us
our castes. I was not aware
and was tasked to inquire
from my parents. The next
day as I excitedly raised my
hand to blurt out the
response, the teacher
stumped me with yet anoth-
er googly - my sub caste.
Almost three and a half
decades later, my daughter
was also asked the same
question in her class. She was
also unprepared. This time I

armed her not only with the
caste, but the sub caste as
well. Though, I am not sure
if my ignorance was a reflec-
tion on inadequate feelings of
belonging, or it was the
grand sentiment of patrio-
tism.
I lived in a hostel in Japan for
three months for a training.
There were hundreds of men
and women of different
nationalities interacting with
each other in the mess or
during the entertainment
programs over weekends. It
was interesting to note peo-
ple bonding with each other
in a foreign land based on
common language. We from
the Indian subcontinent
gravitated towards Hindi or
Urdu speaking persons, irre-
spective of the nationalities.

Spanish speaking people
from Europe to South
America formed their own
group.
I also remember a train ride
in Switzerland in 2005, when
an advertisement caught my
eye. An Indian movie star
stared back at me, exhorting
me to buy an expensive item.
I did not have the money, but
the pride of an Indian face on
a Swiss train compensated
for the lack of resources.
During my professional life
in the railways, there was a
perennial debate about the
utility of having different
departments and officer level
recruitment based on the
same, which many thought
led to a departmental bias.
The Indian organization has
now done away with the
practice - it is now a unified
management service.
Efficacy of the change will be
known only in future. I
believe railway organisations
across the world have depart-
ment based cadres. It instils
a sense of pride in belonging
to the department, leading to
more efficient working.
I also remember our school
days. Each of us were divid-
ed into Houses, which were
usually named after different

colours or celebrity Indians.
There was a healthy system
of each House scoring points
during the academic year,
culminating into the grand
finale - the annual sports. We
would be cheering our House
performers till our sore
throats would permit. I never
witnessed animosity or pro-
fessional envy on the better
performance of rivals.
We tend to overlook a reali-
ty, probably because it is
deeply ingrained in our psy-
che. Indian army has regi-
ments based on communi-
ties. I have yet to come across
any community biased inci-
dents in the services. It might
have something to do with
the organization's resilience
and strength of its leaders.
Louie Schwartzberg,
American director, produc-
er, and cinematographer,
aptly remarked, "I think we
need to do some deep soul
searching about what's
important in our lives and
renew our spirit and our spir-
itual thinking, whether it's
through faith-based religion
or just through loving nature
or helping your fellow man."

(The writer is an author;
views are personal)
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as the Finance Minister has not
increased savings interest rates or pro-
vided health support through govern-
ment schemes. 
Despite Modi 3.0 winning with the sup-
port of young and senior citizens, the
government seems to have prioritized
coalition partners from Andhra Pradesh
and Bihar, neglecting these crucial
demographics. This budget highlights
a troubling trend of prioritising politi-
cal alliances over national interests. The
government could have showed more
concerned to the marginalised groups
and given them more concessions in the
budget rather than pleasing its allies.
The budget is supposed to be for the
entire nation not for the politcal allies,
so it should take care of all.

A P Thiruvadi |Chennai
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Madam — Lakhs of underprivileged
schoolchildren struggling with anemia
and malnutrition have benefited from
the "PM POSHAN scheme," which
addresses both hunger and education

challenges. India is among the few
countries that provide schoolchildren
with one nutritious meal a day.
However, a scheme as extensive as
POSHAN (formerly the midday meal
scheme) is vulnerable to issues such as
lethargy, corruption, and poor imple-
mentation. Reports of food adulteration
and poisoning have surfaced, including
a 2019 incident in Uttar Pradesh where
a roti was served with just salt. 
Recently, a dead snake was found in a
"dal-khichdi" packet served at an angan-
wadi government school in
Maharashtra's Sangli district. The
godown storing the food packets has
been sealed, but more actions are need-
ed, including holding contractors
accountable for these lapses. It is cru-
cial to ensure such incidents are pre-
vented to restore trust in the midday
meal program and ensure children feel
safe consuming these meals.

Ganpat Bhat| Akola
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Madam — At last, the Supreme Court
of India has stepped in to play a crucial
role in involving the state governments
of Punjab and Haryana to find a posi-
tive solution to the ongoing farmer
protests at the Sambhu border. The
Court has suggested forming a commit-
tee of independent individuals to nego-
tiate with the farmers. It is indeed frus-
trating that the farmers, the "annadata"
(food providers) of our country, are back
on the streets fighting for a legal guar-
antee of the Minimum Support Price
(MSP) for crops and other demands to
reach the NDA government. 
Currently, the Centre, under Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, seems to
have turned a blind eye to the plight of
farmers, particularly in Punjab and
Haryana. The prolonged standoff
between the Haryana government and
protesting farmers, which began on
February 13, has led to road blockades,
disrupted public life, and traffic move-
ment, compelling the Supreme Court to
act. 
The Centre has yet to address or resolve
the farmers' issues, leading to renewed
protests with uncertainty. The Congress
has only offered hollow assurances and
remained a passive observer. It is hoped
that the recent meeting between farmer
leaders and Rahul Gandhi in
Parliament, along with the Apex Court's
efforts, will lead to a resolution of the
issue without further delay.

Janga Bahadur Sunuwar|Jalpaiguri
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Madam — The Union Budget for 2024-
25 can be viewed in three layers. The
positive aspect is its focus on boosting
economic activity and generating
employment opportunities across var-
ious sectors, with significant support for
MSMEs. However, the budget fails to
address the needs of the salaried class,
leaving them with unmet expectations.
The most concerning aspect is the
complete disregard for senior citizens,
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“evolved spectacularly” dur-
ing this period when the
pressures of survival, which
were great, moulded them.
The problem, according to
Morris, is that humans had
evolved as tribal animals and
“the basic characteristic of the
tribe is that it operates on a
localized, inter-personal
basis. To abandon this funda-
mental social pattern, so typ-
ical of the ancient human
condition, was going to be
against his grain.” This, how-
ever, is precisely what
humans had to do with the
emergence of towns. Inter-
city coordination developed
with the growth of agricul-
ture and trade. The human
being “became a citizen, a
super tribes man, and the key
difference was that as a super
tribes man he no longer
knew personally each mem-
ber of his community.” It was
this change from the person-
al to the impersonal society,
“that was going to cause the
human animal the greatest
agonies in the millennia
ahead. As a species we were
not biologically equipped to
cope with a mass of strangers
masquerading as members of
our tribe. It was something
we had to learn to do, but it
was not easy we are still
fighting against it in all kinds
of hidden and ways—and
some that are not so hidden.”
People have tried to satisfy

their desire for cooperative
personal relationships by
forming tribe-sized “sub-
groups or pseudo-tribes
within the main body of
super-tribes” with social or
professional companions.
This, however, has also meant
viewing other sub-groups as
being beyond the pale and
enabling their members—
even those personally known
to one—to be treated as badly
as members of an imperson-
al mob.
This writer feels that crimi-
nal gangs constitute a form of
such sub-groups or pseudo-
tribes. These are small groups
whose members can be com-
pared to tribal hunters
searching for prey, which,
instead of animals, are the
human victims of their
crime. This is particularly so
in instances of armed rob-
beries or targeted mob vio-
lence. Gang leaders, like lead-
ers of the earlier hunters,
guide and protect gang mem-
bers but also demand
unquestioning obedience and
treat mercilessly anyone who,
they feel, have deserted or
betrayed them.
Mobs have been a part of
urban life since the very
beginning,  and a proneness
to violence and criminal
activity is inherent in their
dynamics. The anonymity it
lends to members, hinders
detection in cases of collec-

tive violence. Also, tussles for
leadership lead to attempts to
garner support by resorting
to competitive encourage-
ment of violence. Equally,
individual members of mobs
can try to stand out in a
crowd by perpetrating or
calling for singularly violent
acts.
Even without mobs and
gangs, trivial causes spark
violence when overcrowd-
ing grates on one’s nerves.
Instances of “road rage” are
examples of this. Things are
going to get worse as rising
temperatures, cloudbursts,
flash floods, cyclones, torna-
dos and massive tidal waves,
become increasingly frequent
as a result of climate change-
-thereby severely affecting
cities and towns. 
There has to be a serious
global discourse on all
aspects of urban life includ-
ing law and order. There can
doubtless be no question of
reversing the course of histo-
ry and returning to tribal life.
One can, however, think of
devising patterns of com-
munity existence which con-
sciously addresses this prob-
lem, encouraging inter-per-
sonal contacts and diminish-
ing the scope for sub-group
conflicts. Unfortunately, no
such effort is under way.

(The author is Consulting
Editor, The Pioneer. The

views expressed are personal)
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Urban violence and
crime have been
matters of continu-
ing global concern.
While the quality

and adequacy of policing, and
some social and economic fac-
tors, have been discussed in this
context, the basic, underlying
cause has escaped sufficient
attention. It is the conflict
between the very character of
urban life and the orientation of
the human ethos as it has
evolved. The matter has been
dwelt upon comprehensively
by Desmond Morris in The
Human Zoo. His focus has not
been on crime but on the wider
consequences of the conflict in
terms of the future of human
beings. His observations, how-
ever, have implications which no
serious researcher in urban vio-
lence and crime can ignore.
The primary cause of conflict
between urban life and human
ethos, according to Morris, is
overcrowding caused by popu-
lation growth. He describes two
vastly different scenarios at the
very beginning of the book. In
the first, people are members of
a tribe, comprising a “compact
group” of 60, living in a piece of
land 20 miles long and 20 miles
wide, which is forested and
inhabited by “animals, small
and large.”  In the second, they
live in an area of the same
dimensions but which is “civi-
lized, inhabited by machines
and buildings,” and where there
are a “compact group of six mil-
lion human beings,” a “hundred
thousand individuals for every-
one in the first scene.”
The change has taken place in
the course of the past few thou-
sand years, which, says Morris,
is “almost instantaneous” in
evolutionary terms. Human
beings have adapted themselves
so brilliantly to their new envi-
ronment that they have come to
believe this to have been a
gradual process, and they are
biologically fully equipped to
deal with it. This is not the case.
Biologically, humans remain
the simple, rural animals
described in scene one above.
According to Morris, they “lived
like that, not for a few centuries,”
but “for a million hard years.”
They “changed biologically” and
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This refers to the news article, "SC
Stays Nameplate Diktat on
Kanwar Yatra Path" (July 23).

The Honorable Supreme Court has
taken a constitutional, legal, and prac-
tical stance by issuing an interim stay
on the Yogi government's order
regarding name plates along the
Kanwar route. 
The order from the Yogi government
appears to have been issued to protect
the sentiments of Kanwar Yatris.
However, there are differing opinions
on this issue within society.Creating a
false identity or concealing one's caste,
religion, or creed can be considered
condemnable, anti-social, and illegal.
Currently, the matter is under review
by the Honorable Supreme Court, and
all related aspects will be examined,
taking into account social, religious,
and legal provisions.

Yugal Kishore Sharma| Faridabad
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Few would believe that
26-year-old Kevin
Dahima - a young, suc-

cessful entrepreneur from
coastal Gujarat - was once
unemployed. Today he himself
employs his thriving niche.
Kickstarting his business in
2021 and providing a 24-hour
service, Kelvin brings home
over Rs. 55,000 per month.
Having trained as a Hospital
Assistant. 
It all began at a hospital where
he saw patients discharged, but
still in need of various forms
of care - elderly patients who
require dressings; ex-ICU
patients who need oxygen
daily; and cancer and post-
surgery patients – what if he
could provide nursing care to
them, from the comfort of
their own homes? Not only is
he being productive in life, but 

he is helping people in their
hour of need, whilst building
something for the future. And
his journey to success all began
when he signed up for skill
training.
One doesn’t have to look too
far to see the social impact of
high levels of youth unemploy-
ment. In South Africa, where
youth unemployment has hit
a high of 59.7%, unemploy-
ment is considered to be the
root cause of many problems
the country faces today -

including crime, poverty and
suicide. 
Closer to home, the epidemic
of drug use in Punjab has been
fuelled by social and econom-
ic factors including high
unemployment, and underem-
ployment; and pressing nation-
al issues like youth suicide are
compounded by youth unem-
ployment. Never has it been
more important for our young
people to have opportunities
for bright and productive
futures.
Around the world, youth
unemployment and under-
employment are significant
problems in many societies,
which can lead to feelings of
hopelessness and frustration –
which can often fuel social
unrest. Over the next decade,
the World Bank estimates one
billion young people will try to

enter the job market, but less
than half of them will find for-
mal jobs. This will leave the
majority of young people,
many in minority and margin-
alized groups, unemployed or
experiencing working pover-
ty. 
With the largest youth popu-
lation in the world (with 66%
of the total population under
the age of 35), and the latest
data from CMIE (a think
tank) claiming youth unem-
ployment could be as high as
45.5% - among the highest in
the world - it is important that
India takes note here. 
There is a lot we can do to
ensure we take a preventive
approach to these issues to
secure productive futures for
our many young people.In a
country with a gaping skills
gap, this presents a major

opportunity – to invest in
skills collaboratively to meet
the needs of both youth and
industry. According to recent
studies, India’s employable
population is far too low to
meet the demands of the
skilled labour market. 

Two-thirds of the country’s
workforce aren’t qualified for
current job openings. With
such a shortage of qualified
workers, businesses are strug-
gling to fill positions creating
a significant challenge. It’s not
just the quantity of skilled

labour that’s lacking. The qual-
ity of available talent is also
wanting. Recent research
shows that only 33% of work-
ers in India possess the skills
employers seek most. The
need of the hour to tackle
issues at both ends of the
spectrum lies in skill training. 
Whilst the India Skills Mission
abandoned its goal of training
500 million youth by 2022,
there is still a clear need for
corporates, skill training
providers and civil society to
step into the breach. 
Rural youth, in particular,
need greater access to quality
skill training providers who
also support placement, whilst
also requiring help to convince
families that skills are indeed
the way to go – a route often
in conflict with the white-col-
lar aspirations of both youth

and their families. Sadly, half
of all graduates in India are
unemployable due to a lack of
industry-relevant skills.The
world faces a multitude of
challenges today, many of
which affect our youth.
Conflicts that disrupt educa-
tion and stability, a polarized
online environment that fos-
ters negativity, and economic
inequality that limits opportu-
nities. These issues threaten
not only individual futures
but the overall stability of
communities. It is therefore
crucial to equip youth with the
necessary skills to become
productive citizens and create
a more sustainable future for
all. 

(The writer is CEO, of
Ambuja Foundation; views

are personal)
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twin concepts, demilitarisation
and deradicalisation, were applied
to Germany and Japan after World
War II, leading to decades of
peace, prosperity, and
security.”Despite his lofty words,
Netanyahu's visit was not about
peace but about expanding the war
towards Iran, a country he men-
tioned twenty-seven times in his
52-minute, record-breaking fourth
address. Tragically, there was not
even the slightest hint of how he
plans to extricate Israel from the
tragic impasse it is trapped in
under his watch.Israeli analysts
expose these hyperboles, stating,
“The goal of Benjamin Netanyahu's
trip to Washington, including his
appearance before the U.S.
Congress, is not and never was to
advance a diplomatic agreement to
bring home the Israeli hostages
safely and to end the fighting and
suffering. Rather, it is designed to
enlist domestic American support
to keep waging the war.” Another
analyst remarked, “Netanyahu may
have won 52 standing ovations
from the rapturous, majority-
Republican audience, but his
rhetoric, which so impressed
Washington, offered nothing for
Israelis watching back home.”
Meanwhile, in Beijing, 14
Palestinian groups, including
Hamas and Fatah, signed the
Beijing Declaration. 
This rare display of unity, facilitat-
ed by China, marks a significant
shift towards reconciliation among
Palestinian factions—a unity long
deemed unattainable due to
numerous internal and external
challenges. The persistent disuni-
ty has exacerbated the Palestinians'
suffering beyond Israeli oppression.
Therefore, the recent declaration
offers a glimmer of hope for a more
cohesive and effective Palestinian
political movement, provided the
commitments are genuine and
actionable. 
The Beijing Declaration signifies a
remarkable step towards
Palestinian unity and sovereignty.
The declaration's commitment to
post-war governance in Gaza and
the establishment of a temporary
national reconciliation govern-
ment underscores a unified vision
for Palestinian self-governance

and independence.The signifi-
cance of the Beijing Declaration is
profound, echoing ancient and
contemporary sentiments on diplo-
macy and conflict resolution.
Chinese scholar Zhu Weilie aptly
noted, "The Beijing Declaration
represents the mainstream opin-
ions of various Palestinian fac-
tions," marking a critical step
toward Palestinian statehood. 
Historical divisions between fac-
tions like Fatah and Hamas, ongo-
ing since the late Yasser Arafat's era,
have long impeded progress. The
success of this meeting, which saw
all factions in attendance for the
first time, symbolizes a break-
through in Palestinian unity and
reflects the global south's emerg-
ing solidarity and cooperation.
The strength of a nation derives
from the integrity of the home.The
impact of the Beijing Declaration
extends beyond Palestinian inter-
nal politics. It poses significant
implications for the protracted
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. While
Palestine moves towards internal
unity, Israel's political trajectory
appears increasingly extreme and
radical. 
The continuous violence and ris-
ing death toll highlight the urgent
need for a ceasefire and renewed
peace efforts. Yet, Israel's alignment
with U.S. interests and electoral
politics hinders progress. In con-
trast, Palestine's willingness to
engage with China's diplomatic ini-
tiatives offers a hopeful pathway
towards reconciliation and peace,
reminiscent of Sun Tzu's assertion
that "the supreme art of war is to
subdue the enemy without fight-
ing."China's role as a mediator and
leader in global conflicts is likely
to expand. The successful reconcil-
iation between Saudi Arabia and
Iran under China's mediation last
year, followed by the current
Palestinian unity efforts, signals a
shift in West Asian diplomacy.
China's "active actions," character-
ized by leadership and initiative,
have garnered widespread accep-
tance and support from various
countries in the
region.Concurrently, Ukraine’s
Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba,
during his visit to Beijing this week,
informed China’s Foreign Minister

that “Ukraine is ready and willing
to engage in dialogue and negoti-
ations with Russia” aimed at a per-
manent settlement. Kuleba is in
China to secure their assistance in
future negotiations with Russia. He
emphasised that the negotiations
should be rational and lead to last-
ing peace. There is no mention of
NATO, the US, or the UK being
involved, but they cannot be
pleased with the prospect of peace
in Europe being facilitated by
China. 
This could drive President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy to rethink
his approach to destructive promis-
es he was given by his “masters”
behind the screen.These develop-
ments indicate that Beijing is
emerging as a new pivotal key play-
er in global conflicts, advocating its
strategic ambitions. As regional
powerhouses in Asia, both India
and China have the potential to ele-
vate the Global South to new
heights. Not only Beijing but also
Delhi, with Prime Minister Modi's
first foreign visit to Russia after his
third election, shares this strategic
vision. In this context, it is impor-
tant to consider the words of
Sergey Lavrov, Russia's Minister of
Foreign Affairs: “It is also obvious
that the United States is trying to
drag India into its anti-China pro-
ject. Both China and India are
much more deeply involved in the
Western system of globalisation in
terms of the volume of financial,
investment, and trade agreements
and many other things. But the fact
is that just like us (Russia), China
and India are fully aware of the dis-
criminatory nature of what the
West is doing.” Transcending polit-
ical affiliations and beliefs, the most
noble and imperative pursuit, as
Albert Camus profoundly stated, is
the fight for peace. Humanity pre-
vails when, at such critical
moments, we forge a united front
against the relentless forces of
conflict and injustice. Humanity
triumphs when, at pivotal
moments, we unite resolutely
against manufactured conflicts
and unyielding forces of injustice,
setting aside political differences to
stand together. 

(The writer is a journalist and
author. Views are personal)

He flew to Washington; they
went to Beijing. While lead-
ers soar through the skies,
ordinary civilians are engulfed
in the flames of war. Their

children scream not for the luxury of edu-
cation, but for the sheer will to survive amid
the relentless rains of bombs. Famine dev-
astates their lives, and in Gaza and beyond,
people are not just yearning for food but
for the basic necessity of drinking water.
This grim reality highlights the stark
polarization in the global order, as non-
Western nations struggle with age-old
problems made worse by those wielding
power. Harvard-educated former combat
soldier of Sayeret Matkal in the IDF,
Prime Minister of Israel Benjamin
Netanyahu, commonly known by his
nom-de-guerre Bibi, flew to the United
States to address Congress, followed by a
meeting with President Joe Biden, who, bat-
tling COVID-19 for the third time, was
expected to announce his inability to run
for a second term officially. Amidst thou-
sands of protesters and a boycott by
dozens of Congress members, Netanyahu
addressed Congress. Meanwhile, represen-
tatives from fourteen Palestinian organisa-
tions flew to Beijing to sign a peace agree-
ment. The presence of fourteen organisa-
tions for a population of just over 5 mil-
lion highlights the profound divisions
within this land, once a nation-state rav-
aged by intricate schemes.Following the
horrific October 7 attack, where thousands
of Israelis were brutally killed and many
more kidnapped by Hamas, the region’s
conflict landscape has been irrevocably
altered. 
This incident has significantly hampered
Israel's efforts to normalise relationships
with neighbouring countries. In response,
China swiftly intervened, brokering an
unprecedented rapprochement between
Saudi Arabia and Iran. This diplomatic
achievement was monumental during
Ebrahim Raisi’s presidency, although trag-
ically overshadowed by the helicopter
crash that claimed the lives of Raisi and his
dynamic Foreign Minister while returning
from a joint irrigation project inauguration
in Azerbaijan province.In his record-
breaking address to Congress, Prime
Minister Netanyahu outlined his vision for
peace, affirming that he would not cease
fire until victory was achieved—a notion
that seems illusory given the ground real-
ities. 
Ironically, before the speech, his entourage
hinted that he would present "a vision" for
the future of Gaza and the region.
Ultimately, that vision consisted of "a
demilitarized and deradicalized" Gaza.
Netanyahu, who struggles to convince his
ultra-Orthodox partners to teach their chil-
dren basic math, now claims to plan on
educating "a new generation that must be
taught not to hate Jews." This plan remains
unclear, but he quickly shifted to slogans
about an "Abraham Alliance" between
Israel and "moderate" Arab nations, con-
veniently ignoring his coalition's refusal to
even utter the words "two-state solution,"
the very foundation for this
alliance.“Following our victory, with the
help of regional partners, the demilitarisa-
tion and deradicalisation of Gaza can lead
to a future of security, prosperity, and peace.
That’s my vision for Gaza,” he proclaimed
to Congress. 
He continued, “A new generation of
Palestinians must no longer be taught to
hate Jews but to live in peace with us. Those
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Thousands of mourners
gathered in Hanoi on

Friday for the second day of the
funeral of the man who dom-
inated Vietnamese politics for
over a decade, Communist
Party general secretary Nguyen
Phu Trong.
His death, at 80, last week in
Hanoi marked the start of a
succession struggle within the
party that will likely to contin-
ue until the all-important
National Party Congress of
Vietnam’s Communist Party
in 2026.
Trong’s coffin, draped in the
red and yellow of Vietnam’s
flag, was laid beneath his smil-
ing portrait and dozens of
medals at the National Funeral
House in Hanoi on Thursday.
All flags in the southeast Asian
nation flew at half mast during

the two-day period of nation-
al mourning, while all sports
and entertainment were sus-
pended. He will be buried at
Mai Dich cemetery, the final
resting place for military heroes
and senior party officials, later
on Friday.
Top Communist Party offi-
cials paid tribute, including
President To Lam, who took
over as caretaker general sec-
retary a day before Trong’s
death was announced.
Thousands of people, many of
whom who had travelled from
far-flung provinces, queued up
in Hanoi late into Thursday to
light incense and pay their
respects.
Politburo member Luong
Cuong said Thursday that his
death was “an extremely huge,
irreparable loss to the Party, the
state, the people and his fami-
ly.” South Korean Prime

Minister Han Duck-soo; Wang
Huning, the fourth-ranked
leader in the Chinese
Communist Party; former
Japanese Prime Minister
Yoshihide Suga; Cuban
National Assembly President
Esteban Lazo Hernandez; and
Indian National Security
Advisor Ajit Doval were among
those in attendance on

Thursday.
US president Joe Biden had
said earlier that Trong was a
“champion of the deep ties”
between Americans and the
Vietnamese.
Russian President Vladimir
Putin said in a statement on
Telegram that Trong would be
remembered as a “true friend”
of Russia who made a “great

personal contribution” to the
improvement of ties between
the two nations.
Trong, who studied in the
Soviet Union from 1981 to
1983, was the first Vietnamese
Communist Party chief to visit
the White House. He advocat-
ed a pragmatic foreign policy
of “bamboo diplomacy,” a
phrase he coined that refers to
the plant’s flexibility, bending
but not breaking in the shifting
headwinds of geopolitics.
Vietnam is unlikely to abandon
that approach, under which it
has pursued pragmatic cooper-
ation with its much larger and
more powerful neighbour
China while maintaining good
ties with other countries like
the US, Japan and India, said
Gregory B. Poling, who heads
the Southeast Asia Program at
the Centre for Strategic and
International Studies.

Trong, a Marxist-Leninist ide-
ologue, viewed corruption as
the single gravest threat to the
party’s legitimacy. He launched
a sweeping anti-corruption
campaign known as “blazing
furnace,” which has singed
both business and political
elites.
Since 2016, thousands of party
officials have been disciplined.
They included former presi-
dents Nguyen Xuan Phuc and
Vo Van Thuong and the former
head of parliament, Vuong
Dinh Hue. In all, eight mem-
bers of the powerful Politburo
were ousted on corruption
allegations, compared to none
between 1986 and 2016.
The anti-graft campaign was
led by then-top security official
To Lam until he was made
president in May after his pre-
decessor resigned amid corrup-
tion allegations.
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In consecutive days this week,
China brokered a deal

between rival Palestinian fac-
tions and hosted Ukraine’s for-
eign minister at a moment
when pressure is mounting
on the country to negotiate an
end to the grinding war there.
While it’s unclear if the agree-
ment between Hamas and
Fatah will succeed where oth-
ers have failed and there is lit-
tle concrete progress towards
peace in Ukraine, China
emerged a winner, further
cementing its role as a diplo-
matic force on the global stage,
not just an economic power-
house.
As Beijing and Washington vie
for influence around the world,
China is increasingly playing a
role that had previously been
the domain of world powers
like the US and Russia. Earlier
this month, Western coun-
tries called some of China’s
activities worrying and labelled
Beijing a troublemaker. But the
events of this week — and the
China-brokered deal last year
to reestablish relations between
Iran and Saudi Arabia — show
that international players are
seeking Beijing’s help, an
acknowledgment that it is a
diplomatic force to reckoned
with.
“China is now offering itself as
a broker on the global stage,
and countries are respond-
ing,” said Carla Freeman, a
senior expert for China at the
United States Institute of Peace.
“It’s a recognition — one much
sought after by Beijing — that
China has international influ-
ence and could play a role in
improving the outcomes of a
diplomatic process.”
On Tuesday, Palestinian fac-
tions Hamas and Fatah agreed
in principle to form a govern-
ment, the latest attempt at
resolving a longstanding rival-
ry that looms over Gaza’s
future after the war with Israel.
Previous similar declarations

have failed, but even just get-
ting the parties together in a
room was an achievement,
said Jon Alterman, senior vice
president and director of the
Middle East programme at
the Centre for Strategic and
International Studies.
“They say, we did what nobody
else could do, nobody saw
was possible, and that, by itself,
represents a victory,” he said.
While Beijing did not publicly
offer any concrete steps such as
timeline for implementation or
money for rebuilding, the deal
was another sign that China
has influence in the Middle
East — and even perhaps room
to maneuver that the US might
not have, said Danny Russel,
vice president for internation-
al security and diplomacy at
the Asia Society Policy
Institute.
Hamas officials have said that
they see China as a potential
counterweight to the US,
which is a staunch ally of their
foe, Israel.
“US influence with key Middle
East players remains substan-
tial, but there is a new player
in the game who is entirely
comfortable dealing with Iran
and Hamas,” Russel said, refer-
ring to the 2023 rapproche-
ment between archrivals Iran
and Saudi Arabia, widely seen
as a breakthrough.
Washington, meanwhile, is
grappling with discontent at
home over its position on the
war in Gaza and its hosting of
Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu this
week, and even its allies have
doubts about US foreign pol-
icy commitments as a presi-
dential race draws closer.
Beijing, on the other hand, cel-
ebrated. Chinese Foreign
Minister Wang Yi exuded con-
fidence in a photo with top
representatives of Hamas and
Fatah on Tuesday. The Chinese
state media tabloid Global
Times hailed the Palestinian
deal as having “transcendent
significance”.
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The future of Venezuela is on
the line. Voters will decide

Sunday whether to reelect
President Nicolas Maduro,
whose 11 years in office have
been beset by crisis, or allow the
opposition a chance to deliver
on a promise to undo the rul-
ing party's policies that caused
economic collapse and forced
millions to emigrate.
Historically fractured opposi-
tion parties have coalesced
behind a single candidate, giv-
ing the United Socialist Party of
Venezuela its most serious elec-
toral challenge in a presidential
election in decades.
Maduro is being challenged by
former diplomat Edmundo
González Urrutia, who repre-
sents the resurgent opposition,
and eight other candidates.
Supporters of Maduro and
Gonzalez marked the end of the
official campaign season
Thursday with massive demon-
strations in the capital, Caracas.
Maduro and his allies have
traditionally fended off chal-
lenges by barring rivals from
elections and painting them as
out-of-touch elitists in league

with foreign powers. But this
time, the ruling party is allow-
ing the Unitary Platform, the
coalition of the main opposition
parties, to participate in the
election.
A deal that allowed the oppo-
sition coalition to participate in
the election won Maduro some
relief from crippling econom-
ic sanctions imposed by the
United States. But that respite
was short-lived. President Joe
Biden's administration reim-
posed the sanctions, citing
mounting government repres-
sion of real and perceived
adversaries, including blocking
the candidacy of opposition
powerhouse María Corina
Machado. Here's what to know
about Venezuela's upcoming
presidential election.
Who is the opposition candi-
date?
The most talked-about name in
the race is not on the ballot:
María Corina Machado. The
former lawmaker emerged as
an opposition star in 2023, fill-
ing the void left when a previ-
ous generation of opposition
leaders fled into exile. Her
principled attacks on govern-
ment corruption and misman-

agement rallied millions of
Venezuelans to vote for her in
the opposition's October pri-
mary.
But Maduro's government
declared the primary illegal
and opened criminal investiga-
tions against some of its orga-
nizers. Since then, it has issued
warrants for several of
Machado's supporters and
arrested some members of her
staff, and the country's top
court affirmed a decision to
keep her off the ballot.

Yet, she kept on campaigning,
holding rallies nationwide and
turning the ban on her candi-
dacy into a symbol of the loss
of rights and humiliations that
many voters have felt for over
a decade.
She has thrown her support
behind Edmundo González
Urrutia, a former ambassador
who has never held public
office, helping a fractious oppo-
sition unify.
They are campaigning togeth-
er on the promise of econom-

ic reform that will lure back the
millions of Venezuelans who
have migrated since Maduro
became president in 2013.
González began his diplomat-
ic career as an aide to
Venezuela's ambassador in the
US. In the late 1970s. He was
posted to Belgium and El
Salvador, and served as Caracas'
ambassador to Algeria. His last
post was as ambassador to
Argentina during Hugo
Chávez's presidency, which
began in 1999. 
More recently, González
worked as an international rela-
tions consultant and wrote a
historical work on Venezuela
during World War II. 
Why is the current president
having trouble?
Maduro's popularity has dwin-
dled due to an economic crisis
caused by a drop in oil prices,
corruption and government
mismanagement. 
Maduro can still bank on a
cadre of die-hard believers,
known as Chavistas, including
millions of public employees
and others whose businesses or
employment depend on the
state. But the ability of his
party to use access to social pro-

grams to make people vote has
diminished as the economy
has frayed.
He is the heir to Hugo Chávez,
a popular socialist who expand-
ed Venezuela's welfare state
while locking horns with the
United States.
Sick with cancer, Chávez hand-
picked Maduro to act as inter-
im president upon his death. He
took on the role in March
2013, and the following month,
he narrowly won the presiden-
tial election triggered by his
mentor's death.
Maduro was reelected in 2018,
in a contest that was widely
considered a sham. His govern-
ment banned Venezuela's most
popular opposition parties and
politicians from participating
and, lacking a level playing
field, the opposition urged vot-
ers to boycott the election.
That authoritarian tilt was part
of the rationale the U.S. Used to
impose economic sanctions
that crippled the country's cru-
cial oil industry.
Who will vote?
More than 21 million
Venezuelans are registered to
vote, but the exodus of over 7.7
million people due to the pro-

longed crisis — including about
4 million voters — is expected
to reduce the number of poten-
tial voters to about 17 million.
Voting is not mandatory and is
done on electronic machines.
Venezuelan law allows people to
vote abroad, but only about
69,000 voters met the criteria to
cast ballots at embassies or
consulates during this election.
Costly and time-consuming
government prerequisites to
register, lack of information
and a mandatory proof of legal
residency in a host country kept
many migrants from registering
to vote.
Venezuelans in the US. Face an
insurmountable obstacle:
Consulates, where citizens
abroad would typically cast
their ballots, are closed because
Caracas and Washington sev-
ered diplomatic relations after
Maduro's 2018 reelection. 
Under what conditions is the
election taking place?
A more free and fair presiden-
tial election seemed like a pos-
sibility last year, when Maduro's
government agreed to work
with the US-backed Unitary
Platform coalition to improve
electoral conditions in October

2023. An accord on election
conditions earned Maduro's
government broad relief from
US. Economic sanctions on its
state-run oil, gas and mining
sectors. 
But days later, authorities said
the opposition's primary was
against the law and began issu-
ing warrants and arresting
human rights defenders, jour-
nalists and opposition mem-
bers.
A UN-backed panel investigat-
ing human rights violations in
Venezuela has reported that the
government has increased
repression of critics and oppo-
nents ahead of the election, sub-
jecting targets to detention,
surveillance, threats, defamato-
ry campaigns and arbitrary
criminal proceedings.
The government has also used
its control of media outlets, the
country's fuel supply, electric
network and other infrastruc-
ture to limit the reach of the
Machado-González campaign.
The mounting actions taken
against the opposition prompt-
ed the Biden administration
earlier this year to end the sanc-
tions relief it granted in
October.
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Canberra (AP): Canada,
Australia and New Zealand
issued a joint statement Friday
on the need for an urgent cease-
fire in Gaza and the risk of
expanded conflict between
Hezbollah and Israel. “The sit-
uation in Gaza is catastrophic.
The human suffering is unac-
ceptable. It cannot continue,” the
statement from the three prime
ministers said.
“Israel must listen to the con-
cerns of the international com-
munity. The protection of civil-
ians is paramount and a require-
ment under international
humanitarian law. Palestinian
civilians cannot be made to pay
the price of defeating Hamas. It
must end,” the statement said.
The PMs said they were “grave-
ly concerned” about the prospect
of further escalation across the
region and condemned Iran’s
mid-April attack on Israel. They
also called on Iran to refrain
from further destabilizing
actions in the Middle East and
demanded that Iran and its
affiliated groups, including
Hezbollah, cease their attacks.
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Kamala Harris will be a “fan-
tastic President of the

United States,” former president
Barack Obama said on Friday,
as he and his wife Michelle
endorsed her and vowed to do
“everything we can” to enable
her to win the high-stakes elec-
tions against Donald Trump in
November.
Harris, 59, launched her presi-
dential campaign hours after
President Joe Biden said he
would be forgoing his bid for a
second term.
The decision came after Biden
faced weeks of mounting pres-
sure to step aside following his
startling debate performance
against rival and former presi-
dent Trump last month, which
raised concerns about his fitness
for a second term and ability to
defeat his Republican oppo-
nent in November.
Obama, who didn’t immediate-
ly endorse Harris following
President Biden’s announce-

ment on Sunday, released a
video to support the Vice
President. “Earlier this week,
Michelle and I called our friend
@KamalaHarris. We told her we
think she’ll make a fantastic
President of the United States,
and that she has our full sup-
port. At this critical moment for
our country, we’re going to do
everything we can to make
sure she wins in November. We
hope you’ll join us,” Obama said
in a post on X. “Michelle and I
couldn’t be prouder to endorse
you and to do everything we can
to get you through this election
and into the Oval Office,” the
62-year-old former president
told Harris on a phone call
joined by his wife. Harris
thanked the Obamas for their
support and expressed gratitude
for their decadeslong friendship.
“I’m looking forward to doing
this with the two of you, Doug
(Douglas Emhoff) and I both.
And getting out there, being on
the road,” Harris, 59, said.
“But most of all, I just want to

tell you the words you have spo-
ken and the friendship that
you have given over all these
years mean more than I can
express, so thank you both. It
means so much. And we’re
gonna have some fun with this
too, aren’t we?” she added.
Michelle, the former first lady,
said she is proud of Harris and
expects the upcoming election
to be historic.
“I can’t have this phone call
without saying to my girl,
Kamala, I am proud of you. This
is going to be historic,” she told
Harris in the approximately
one-minute video. In a joint
statement announcing the
endorsement, the Obamas
praised Harris. 
“But Kamala has more than a
resume. She has the vision, the
character, and the strength that
this critical moment demands.
There is no doubt in our mind
that Kamala Harris has exactly
what it takes to win this election
and deliver for the American
people,” the statement said.
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US Vice President Kamala
Harris has urged Israeli

Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu to quickly conclude
a ceasefire deal with Hamas
and reach a “durable end” to
the devastating war in Gaza,
amidst mounting civilian casu-
alties and the humanitarian cri-
sis in the Palestinian enclave. 
“Israel has a right to defend
itself and how it does so mat-
ters. What has happened in
Gaza over the past nine months
is devastating,” Harris, the pre-
sumptive Democratic presi-
dential nominee, told reporters
after her meeting with
Netanyahu at the White House
on Thursday.
“The images of dead children
and desperate hungry people
fleeing for safety, sometimes
displaced for the second, third
or fourth time. We cannot
look away in the face of these
tragedies. We cannot allow
ourselves to become numb to
the suffering and I will not be
silent,” she said. 
Harris also stressed the need
for a path to a two-state solu-

tion, while calling on
Americans to be aware of the
“nuance” on the conflict.
Earlier on Thursday,
Netanyahu met President Joe
Biden, who stepped down from
his re-election campaign on
Sunday.
Netanyahu’s meetings at the
White House came a day after
he gave a fiery speech to
Congress, vowing “total victo-
ry” against Hamas, as thou-
sands of pro-Palestinian pro-
testers demonstrated outside.
The Israeli prime minister faces
pressure both at home and
abroad to bring an end to the
Israel-Gaza war, now in its
ninth month.
“I’ve said it many times, but it
bears repeating. Israel has a
right to defend itself, and how
it does so matters. Hamas is a
brutal terrorist organisation.
On October 7, Hamas triggered
this war when it massacred
1,200 innocent people, includ-
ing 44 Americans, Harris said.
Hamas has committed horrif-
ic acts of sexual violence and
took 250 hostages. There are
American citizens who remain
captive in Gaza,” Harris said.

During her meeting with
Netanyahu, Harris said that she
voiced her serious concern to
Netanyahu about the scale of
human suffering in Gaza,
including the death of far too
many innocent civilians.
“I made clear my serious con-
cern about the dire humanitar-
ian situation there. With over
two million people facing high
levels of food insecurity, and
half a million people facing cat-
astrophic levels of acute food
insecurity. What has happened
in Gaza over the past nine
months is devastating,” she
said.
Harris said there is a US-pro-
posed deal on the table for a
ceasefire and a hostage deal.
The first phase of the deal
would bring about a full cease-
fire, including a withdrawal of
the Israeli military from pop-
ulation centers in Gaza. In the
second phase, the Israeli mili-
tary would withdraw from
Gaza entirely and it would
lead to a permanent end to the
hostilities.
“It is time for this war to end,
and end in a way where Israel
is secure, all the hostages are

released, the suffering of
Palestinians in Gaza ends, and
the Palestinian people can exer-
cise their right to freedom, dig-
nity, and self-determination.
There has been hopeful move-
ment in the talks to secure an
agreement on this deal,” she
said.
“I just told Prime Minister
Netanyahu, it is time to get this
deal done. So to everyone who
has been calling for a ceasefire
and to everyone who yearns for
peace, I see you and I hear you. 
Let’s get the deal done so we
can get a ceasefire to end the
war. Let’s bring the hostages
home and let’s provide much-
needed relief to the Palestinian
people,” Harris said. 
Harris also told reporters that
“it is important for the
American people to remember,
the war in Gaza is not a bina-
ry issue.”
“Let us all condemn terrorism
and violence. Let us all do what
we can to prevent the suffering
of innocent civilians. And let us
condemn antisemitism, islam-
ophobia and hate of any kind.
And let us work to unite our
country,” she said.
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As president, Donald Trump
went well beyond his pre-

decessors in fulfilling Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu’s top wishes from
the United States. Yet by the
time Trump left the White
House, relations between the
two had broken down after
Netanyahu rapidly congratulat-
ed Joe Biden on his 2020 pres-
idential victory.
On Friday, the two men will
meet face-to-face for the first
time in nearly four years in a
test of whether the relationship
can be mended. Both have an
interest in getting past their dif-
ferences.
For Trump, now the
Republican presidential nom-
inee, the meeting could cast
him as an ally and statesman,
as well as sharpen efforts by
Republicans to portray them-
selves as the party most loyal to
Israel.
That’s as divisions among
Americans over US support for
Israel’s war against Hamas in
Gaza open cracks in what has
been decades of strong bipar-

tisan backing for Israel, the
biggest recipient of US aid.
For Netanyahu, who was in the
United States to address
Congress and meet with Biden,
repairing relations with Trump
is imperative given the prospect
that he may once again become
president of the United States,
Israel’s main arms supplier and
protector.
For both men, Friday’s meeting
at Mar-a-Lago will highlight for
their home audiences their
depiction of themselves as
strong leaders who have gotten
big things done on the world
stage, and can again.
One political gamble for
Netanyahu is whether he could
get more of the terms he wants
in any deal on a Gaza cease-fire
and hostage release, and in his
much hoped-for closing of a
normalisation deal with Saudi
Arabia, if he waits out the
Biden administration in hopes
that Trump wins.
“Benjamin Netanyahu has
spent much of his career in the
last two decades in tethering
himself to the Republican
Party,” said Aaron David Miller,
a former US diplomat for Arab-

Israeli negotiations, now a
senior fellow at the Carnegie
Endowment for International
Peace.
For the next six months, that
means “mending ties with an
irascible, angry president”,
Miller said, meaning Trump.
Trump broke off with
Netanyahu in early 2021. That
was after the Israeli prime min-
ister became one of the first
world leaders to congratulate
Biden for his presidential elec-
tion victory, disregarding
Trump’s false claim he had

won.
“Bibi could have stayed quiet,”
Trump said in an interview with
an Israel newspaper back then.
“He made a terrible mistake.”
Netanyahu and Trump last met
at a September 2020 White
House signing ceremony for the
signature diplomatic achieve-
ment of both men’s political
careers. It was an accord bro-
kered by the Trump administra-
tion in which the United Arab
Emirates and Bahrain agreed to
establish normal diplomatic
relations with Israel.

For Israel, it amounted to the
two countries formally recog-
nising it for the first time. It was
a major step in what Israel
hopes will be an easing of ten-
sions and a broadening of eco-
nomic ties with its Arab neigh-
bours.
In public postings and state-
ments after his break with
Netanyahu, Trump portrayed
himself as having stuck his
neck out for Israel as president,
and Netanyahu paying him
back with disloyalty.
He also has criticised
Netanyahu on other points,
faulting him as “not prepared”
for the October 7 Hamas
attacks that started the war in
Gaza, for example. In his high-
profile speech to Congress on
Wednesday, Netanyahu gave
recognition to Biden, who has
kept up military and diplomat-
ic support for Israel’s offensive
in Gaza despite opposition
from within his Democratic
Party. But Netanyahu poured
praise on Trump, calling the
regional accords Trump helped
broker historic and thanking
him “for all the things he did for
Israel”. 

Venezuelan voters face crucial choice: Reelect Maduro or give Opp a chance

Ramallah (West Bank): A
Hamas leader in the occupied
West Bank died in Israeli cus-
tody Thursday evening after a
deterioration in his health,
according to a Palestinian pris-
oners rights group. Sheikh
Mustafa Abu Arra, 63, was
arrested in October and was
recently transferred from
Ramon Prison to Soroka hos-
pital where he died, the
Palestinian Prisoners Club said.
The rights group said Abu Ara
was subjected to “torture and
starvation” during his deten-
tion, and did not receive ade-
quate medical treatment. The
group did not elaborate further.
Israel’s prison authorities have
not commented on the circum-
stances of Abu Ara’s death, and
could not immediately be
reached. Abu Ara was arrested
shortly after the start of the lat-
est Israel-Hamas war under a
process known as administra-
tive detention, the group said,
whereby detainees can be held
indefinitely for security reasons
without trial and charge. AP
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Oxford-educated former
Pakistan prime minister

Imran Khan is likely to run for
the position of the chancellor of
his alma mater in the UK from
his prison cell through an
online ballot, according to his
close aide and media reports.
Since August 2023, Khan, 71,
has been incarcerated after he
was arrested under several cases
and convicted for some of
them, the longest sentence
among them being nine years
as of date. Founder of the
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf (PTI)
party, Khan was the prime
minister of Pakistan from
August 2018 to April 2022.
Khan studied Economics and
Politics at Keble College, Oxford
in 1972. He made a Test debut
for Pakistan in 1971 and also
captained the cricket team of
Oxford University. In 2005,
Khan became the chancellor of
Bradford University and served
in the post till 2014.
“Imran Khan will run for chan-
cellor of Oxford University
from his prison cell in Pakistan.
The former Pakistani prime
minister and cricket star will

enter an online ballot, despite
serving a 10-year jail sentence,”
The Telegraph, UK reported.
The newspaper quoted entre-
preneur Sayed Zulfi Bukhari,
who is Khan’s advisor on inter-
national affairs, as saying:
“Imran Khan will contest for

the chancellor of Oxford
University as there is a public
demand that he should contest.”
For the first time, the elections
for the chancellor will be held
online compared to the tradi-
tional process in which the
graduates are required to attend

the process in full academic
dress. The prestigious chancel-
lorship goes to graduates of the
university, usually politicians,
the UK-based newspaper
added.
On Thursday, Bukhari quoted
The Telegraph’s post from a day

earlier on his official X handle
and said: “No decision has
been made about Imran Khan
running for Chancellor of
Oxford University; however,
we have a series of consultations
regarding it today and will be
decided in the next 24-48 hrs.”
However, later speaking with
Pakistan’s Geo News, Bukhari
confirmed: “Imran will be run-
ning for the post. Former prime
ministers Sir Tony Blair and
Boris Johnson are also among
the candidates to become the
university’s chancellor.”
However, there is no official
word from either Khan himself
or his PTI. The seat at Oxford
University has become vacant
following the resignation of
80-year-old Lord Patten, who
stepped down after 21 years in
the role, The Telegraph said.
Oxford University describes
the chancellor’s role as a cere-
monial head, typically an emi-
nent public figure elected for
life, presiding over all major cer-
emonies. The election process
for the new chancellor will be
conducted online for the first
time, allowing the university’s
350,000-strong convocation to
participate, Geo News said.
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Signing an agreement with
Russia to stop the war with

Ukraine would amount to sign-
ing a deal with the devil, a top
adviser to Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy said, as
pressure mounts on the coun-
try to seek an end to more than
two years of fighting.
A deal would only buy time for
Russian President Vladimir
Putin to strengthen his army
and usher in another, potential-
ly more violent chapter in the
war, Mykhailo Podolyak told
The Associated Press in an
interview Thursday.
“If you want to sign a deal with
the devil, who will then drag
you to hell, well, go for it. This
is what Russia is,” Podolyak said
when asked about the
prospects for a peace deal for
Kyiv, whose forces are locked in
a bloody war of attrition with
Moscow’s troops in eastern
Ukraine.
“If you sign anything today
with Russia, that will not lose
the war and will not be legally
responsible for mass crimes,
this will mean that you have

signed yourself a ticket to con-
tinue the war on a different
scale, with other protagonists,
with a different number of
killed and tortured people,” he
said. It is a view held across
Zelenskyy’s camp and reflect-
ed broadly among Ukrainians.
But it also increasingly comes
up against the current of
Western pressure, as Kyiv con-
tinues to face difficult front-line
conditions against Moscow’s
larger, better equipped army, as
well as uncertainty over the
level of future political support
from Ukraine’s closest ally, the
US. War fatigue also appears to
be eroding the morale of
Ukrainians, who have struggled
with constant bombardment,
electricity outages and the loss
of loved ones. A poll by the
Kyiv International Institute for
Sociology found that the num-
ber of Ukrainians opposed to
territorial concessions to Russia
in exchange for peace has con-
tinued to fall. It was 55% in July,
compared with 74% in
December. 
Even Zelenskyy hinted at a will-
ingness to negotiate with Russia
for the first time since the 2022

full-scale invasion, suggesting
Moscow should send a delega-
tion to the next global peace
summit, which is expected in
November.
But Podolyak insisted that an

agreement now would only
delay greater violence.
“Yes, it can be a freeze of the
conflict for a certain time. But
this means that the Russian
Federation will work on its mis-

takes and update its own army,”
he said. “An aggressor country
did not come to the territory of
Ukraine to sign a peace agree-
ment . That’s nonsense!”
A lasting peace that works for
Ukraine would ensure a steady
erosion of Russian military
might encompassed by the
“three tools” often reiterated by
Zelenskyy: increased military
support, effective economic
sanctions and diplomatic pres-
sure to isolate Russia.
As he spoke, Foreign Minister
Dmytro Kuleba was in China,
one of Russia’s closest allies, on
a mission to forge closer ties.
Podolyak said the goal was to
provide explanations for
Ukraine’s positions and for
why China should play a more
“active intensive function in
ending the war on the terms of
international law.”
Few countries are watching
the twists and turns of the US
presidential election more
intently than Ukraine. But
Zelenskyy is confident that his
government has established
good relations with both sides
in the US, election, Podolyak
said.
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After three of Earth’s hottest
days ever measured, the

United Nations called for a
flurry of efforts to try to reduce
the human toll from soaring
and searing temperatures, 
calling it “an extreme heat
epidemic.”
“If there is one thing that
unites our divided world, it’s
that we’re all increasingly feel-
ing the heat,” United Nations
Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres said Thursday at a
news conference where he
highlighted that Monday was
the hottest day on record, sur-
passing the mark set just a day
earlier. “Earth is becoming
hotter and more dangerous
for everyone, everywhere.”
Nearly half a million people a
year die worldwide from heat
related deaths, far more than

other weather extremes such as
hurricanes, and this is likely an
underestimate, a new report by
10 UN agencies said.
“Billions of people are facing an
extreme heat epidemic — wilt-
ing under increasingly deadly
heat waves, with temperatures
topping 50 degrees Celsius
around the world,” Guterres
said. “That’s 122 degrees
Fahrenheit and halfway to boil-
ing.” The dire warnings came
after a barely noticeable respite
in back-to-back record global
heat.
The European climate service
Copernicus calculated that
Tuesday’s global average tem-
perature was 0.01 Celsius (0.01
Fahrenheit) lower than
Monday’s all-time high of 17.16
degrees Celsius (62.8 degrees
Fahrenheit), which was .06
degrees Celsius hotter  (0.1
degrees Fahrenheit) than

Sunday. All three days were
hotter than Earth’s previous
hottest day in 2023. “We are
not prepared,” the UN report
said.
Guterres urged countries of the
world to adopt several propos-
als aimed at reducing heat
deaths, starting with help to
cool and care for the most vul-
nerable people — the poor,
elderly, young and sick. 
The UN also called for better
heat wave warnings, expanding
“passive cooling,” improved
urban design, stronger protec-
tions for outside workers, as
well as greater efforts to tack-
le human-caused climate
change that’s worsening weath-
er extremes. 
But officials said most work
will have to be done by coun-
tries, with the UN offering aid
and coordination, especially
when it comes to beefing up

weather warning systems.
If countries adopt the United
Nations heat-fighting recom-
mendations, “these measures
could protect 3.5 billion peo-
ple by 2050, while slashing
emissions and saving con-
sumers $1 trillion a year,”
Guterres said, citing a UN
Environment Programme esti-
mate. Better heat-health warn-
ing systems in 57 countries
could save 98,314 lives per year,
the report said, based on World
Health Organization and
World Meteorological
Organization estimates.
“Crippling heat is everywhere,
but it doesn’t affect everyone
equally,” Guterres said.
“Extreme heat amplifies
inequality, inflames food inse-
curity and pushes people fur-
ther into poverty.”
More than 1,300 people died
during this year’s annual Haj

pilgrimage after walking in
scorching heat. Earlier this
year, India’s prolonged heat-
waves resulted in the deaths of
at least 100 people. However,
health experts say heat deaths
are likely undercounted in
India and potentially other
countries. Last year, the United
States had its most recorded
heat deaths in more than 80
years, according to an
Associated Press analysis of
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention data. The death
certificates of more than 2,300
people mentioned excessive
heat, including 874 deaths in
Arizona. Deadly heat is not
new, but scientists say it has
been amplified in scale, fre-
quency and duration with cli-
mate change.
Extreme heat, wildfires, floods,
droughts and ever more fierce
hurricanes are symptoms and

“we need to fight the disease,”
Guterres said. “The disease is
the madness of incinerating
our only home. The disease is
the addiction to fossil 
fuels. The disease is climate
inaction.”
“Many things are being done,
but too little, too late,” he said.
“The problem is that climate
change is running faster than
all the measures that are now
being put in place to fight it.”
Before July 3, 2023, the hottest
day measured by Copernicus
was 16.8 degrees Celsius (62.2
degrees Fahrenheit) on August
13, 2016. In the last 13 months
that mark has now been beat-
en 59 times, according to
Copernicus.
Humanity is now “operating in
a world that is already much
warmer than it was before,”
Copernicus Director Carlo
Buontempo said.
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Sri Lanka will hold the pres-
idential poll on September

21, the election commission
announced on Friday, ending
the months-long speculation
over the key contest which is
likely to determine the future
of economic reforms in the
cash-strapped country.
This will be the first election to
be held in Sri Lanka after it
plunged into economic bank-
ruptcy in 2022.
The government gazette issued
on Friday said in terms of
Article 31 (3) of the
Constitution the election would
take place on September 21
while the nominations would
be accepted on August 15.
The announcement of the
much-awaited election ended
months-long speculation that
the election would be post-
poned to extend the term of the
incumbent Ranil
Wickremesinghe.
Opposition parties had
expressed concern that the
election might not be held at
all. The government, however,
repeatedly insisted that the

election would be held on
time. The election announce-
ment set to end the balance
term of former President
Gotabaya Rajapaksa, who was
ousted in mid-2022 in a pop-
ular public uprising. Rajapaksa
had been elected with a record
near 7 million votes in
November 2019 when the last
presidential election was held.
Tens of thousands, who took to
the streets, in early 2022
demanded Rajapaksa step
down for his failure to tackle
the island’s gravest economic
crisis since 1948. Rajapaksa was
forced to flee the country on
July 9, 2022, and incumbent
Wickremesinghe, who was the
crisis prime minister at that
time, was elected through par-
liament to succeed Rajapaksa.
Wickremesinghe, 75, under-
took the difficult task of reviv-
ing the bankrupt economy by
tapping a bail-out facility from
the International Monetary
Fund (IMF).
India provided Sri Lanka with
a lifeline of USD 4 billion in the
first quarter of 2022 which paid
for food and essential imports
in the balance of payment cri-

sis. By mid-April, Sri Lanka had
declared its first sovereign
default. A year later came the
IMF’s first tranche of the near-
ly USD 3 billion facility to be
extended over four years.
However, the stringent reforms
attached to the programme
made the government unpop-
ular. Wickremesinghe stood
firm in his commitment to
implement reforms and has
vowed to steer the country out
of bankruptcy.
He is expected to vie for his
return as the president.
Wickremesinghe has yet to
officially announce his candi-
dature.
Field Marshal Sarath Fonseka,
Sri Lanka’s former Army chief
and the architect of the military
offensive that led to the anni-
hilation of the LTTE, on
Thursday formally declared
his candidacy for the election.
The main opposition Samagi
Jana Balawegaya (SJB) leader
Sajith Premadasa, the Marxist
JVP leader Anura Kumara
Dissanayake and Justice
Minister Wijeyadasa
Rajapakshe are also vying for
the post. 
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Ismael “El Mayo” Zambada, a
longtime leader of Mexico’s

Sinaloa cartel, and Joaquín
Guzmán López, a son of anoth-
er infamous cartel leader, were
arrested by US authorities in
Texas on Thursday, the US
Justice Department said.
A leader of the powerful Sinaloa
cartel for decades alongside
Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán,
Zambada is one of the most
notorious drug traffickers in the
world and known for running
the cartel’s smuggling opera-
tions while keeping a lower pro-
file. A Mexican federal official
told The Associated Press that
Zambada and Guzmán López
arrived in the United States on
a private plane and turned
themselves in to authorities.
The official spoke on the con-
dition of anonymity because he
was not authorised to discuss
the matter.
The US government had
offered a reward of up to USD

15 million for information lead-
ing to the capture of Zambada,
who eluded authorities for
decades. Zambada and
Guzmán López oversaw the
trafficking of “tens of thousands
of pounds of drugs into the
United States, along with relat-
ed violence”, FBI Director
Christopher Wray said, adding
that now they will “face justice
in the United States”.
“Fentanyl is the deadliest drug
threat our country has ever
faced, and the Justice
Department will not rest until
every single cartel leader, mem-
ber, and associate responsible
for poisoning our communities
is held accountable,” Attorney
General Merrick Garland said
in a statement.
Mexican authorities didn’t
immediately comment on the
arrests. US officials have been
seeking Zambada’s capture for
years, and he has been charged
in a number of US cases. He
was charged in February in the
Eastern District of New York

with conspiring to manufacture
and distribute the synthetic
opioid. Prosecutors said he was
continuing to lead the Sinaloa
cartel, “one of the most violent
and powerful drug trafficking
organizations in the world”.
Zambada, one of the longest-
surviving capos in Mexico, was
considered the cartel’s strategist,
more involved in day-to-day
operations than his flashier
and better-known boss, “El
Chapo” Guzmán, who was sen-
tenced to life in prison in the US
in 2019 and is the father of
Guzmán López.
Zambada is an old-fashioned
capo in an era of younger king-
pins known for their flamboy-
ant lifestyles of club-hopping
and brutal tactics of beheading,
dismembering and even skin-
ning their rivals. While
Zambada has fought those who
challenged him, he is known for
concentrating on the business
side of trafficking and avoiding
gruesome cartel violence that
would draw attention.
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Islamabad (PTI): Pakistan
authorities on Friday braced for
a possible showdown with sup-
porters of jailed former prime
minister Imran Khan’s Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf after the party
announced a countrywide
protest for the release of all
arrested party leaders.
Apart from the PTI, the
rightwing Jamaat-e-Islami also
announced a demonstration in
Islamabad against the rising
high cost of electricity and
other commodities.
The Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI) party will hold nationwide
protests for the release of 71-
year-old founder Khan and
other arrested party leaders and

workers. Khan was arrested on
August 5 last year after his con-
viction in the first Toshakhana
corruption case filed by the
Election Commission of
Pakistan. Since then, he has been
kept in jail in various cases.
Though the former-cricketer-
turned-politician had secured
bail or his conviction was set
aside, he has not been released.
According to the PTI, it will
hold a protest in front of the
National Press Club in the cap-
ital, while the Jamaat-e-Islami
plans to stage a sit-in at the
famous F-Chowk facing the
parliament building.
Meanwhile, police in Islamabad
imposed section 144, banning

all kinds of gatherings, includ-
ing protests in the federal cap-
ital, and sealing the Red Zone
for all entries. The zone houses
key government offices and
embassies. Police also partially
closed the Islamabad Highway
at the Faizabad Interchange,
which sits at the main entry
point from Rawalpindi to
Islamabad. Separately, the
Punjab Home Department
imposed section 144 in the
province to ban all protests and
gatherings. The PTI has claimed
its party leaders are being arrest-
ed ahead of nationwide protests,
saying that the Punjab Police
raided PTI leader Raja Basharat’s
house in Rawalpindi. 
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The Hague (AP): The
European Union announced
on Friday it had made 1.5 bil-
lion euros (USD 1.6 billion)
available to support Ukraine,
the first tranche of money
generated from profits on
frozen Russian assets. In May,
the EU’s 27 member states
reached an agreement to use
the interest earned on some
210 billion euros (USD 225
billion) in Russian central
bank assets for military sup-
port for Ukraine and rebuild-
ing efforts in the war torn
country.
The money, most of which is
held in Belgium, was frozen as
part of sanctions packages in
retaliation for Moscow’s full-

scale invasion. Brussels esti-
mates that the interest on
those assets could provide
around 3 billion euros each
year. “The EU stands with
Ukraine. Today we transfer 1.5
billion euros in proceeds from
immobilised Russian assets to
the defence and reconstruc-
tion of Ukraine. There is no
better symbol or use for the
Kremlin’s money than to
make Ukraine and all of
Europe a safer place to live,”
European Commission pres-
ident Ursula von der Leyen
said in a statement.The move
comes days after Moscow
announced it had recaptured
two villages in Eastern
Ukraine.
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The ruling Chinese Communist Party’s plan
to raise the retirement age of the working

population to cope with the rapidly ageing pop-
ulation has created ripples of resentment among
the public.
According to the present structure, the retire-
ment age for male workers in urban areas is 60
years while that for female workers is 50 or 55
depending on their occupation.
The recently concluded third plenum of the
Communist Party of China (CPC) has unveiled
comprehensive reforms to advance the moderni-
sation of the economy — plagued by a deepen-
ing demographic crisis, sluggish growth and
mounting local government debt.
The powerful body also discussed plans to raise
the country’s retirement age in a “voluntary and
flexible” manner.
The World Population Prospects 2024 report
released on July 11 said that China’s population,
currently 1.41 billion in 2024, will fall to 1.21
billion in 2054 and further decline to 633 mil-
lion by 2100.
“It is anticipated that China, the country cur-
rently with the world’s second-largest popula-
tion, will likely experience the largest absolute
population loss between 2024 and 2054 (204 mil-
lion),” the report said, adding, “Longer-range

population projections are more uncertain for
China.”
The population and its composition by the end
of year 2023, according to the National Bureau
of Statistics of China, states that the population
aged 60 and above was 21.1 per cent (296.97 mil-
lion) of the total and of which, aged 65 and above
was 15.4 per cent (216.76 million). The popu-
lation in the working age bracket, i.e. between
16 and up to 60 years is 61.3 per cent (864.81
million). The official document approved by the
plenum, held here last week, listed over 300 pol-
icy measures as part of the wide-ranging
reforms to be completed by 2029. However, the
CPC has not officially announced any schedule
to implement the plan to increase the retirement
age.
According to the document, the government
would move to increase the retirement age in
an “orderly” and “gradual” way and seek to devel-
op the “silver economy” to create diverse jobs
for older people.
But the plan, which has been in the works for
several years, has generated a backlash in
Chinese social media with people expressing
their dissatisfaction over the prospect of delayed
access to their pensions while younger employ-
ees averring that the rise of the retirement age
will leave them with fewer jobs if the older work-
ers stay.

Tokyo (AP): Heavy rain hit northern Japan on Thursday, trigger-
ing floods and landslides, disrupting transportation systems and
forcing hundreds of residents to take shelter at safer grounds. 
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The country will have 12
new industrial cities in

different states like the ones
developed in Greater Noida,
Uttar Pradesh and Dholera
in Gujarat to further boost
domestic manufacturing, a
top government official said. 
Out of this, two are coming
up in Andhra Pradesh and
one in Bihar.
The Department for
Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade (DPIIT)
Secretary Rajesh Kumar
Singh said that eight such
cities are already under
different stages of
implementation.
Trunk infrastructure has
been created in four cities -
Dholera (Gujarat), Auric
(Maharashtra), Vikram
Udyogpuri (Madhya
Pradesh) and
Krishnapatnam (Andhra
Pradesh) and allotment of
land plots is underway for
the industry.
Similarly in the other four,
the government’s special
purpose vehicle is in the

process of construction of
the basic infrastructure like
road connectivity, water and
power supply.
With eight already under the
development stage and the
announcement of 12 new in
the Budget, the total count of
these cities in the country to
20, Singh told PTI.
“These are industrial smart
cities. These 12 new cities
will make the count to 20.
We built the trunk
infrastructure and then gave

the plots. We take
environmental clearance for
the entire city, so the
company gets the ‘plug and
play’ kind of things,” he said,
adding the department will
approach the Union cabinet
for the new ones.
The plans are ready and the
land is with the state
governments and “We just
have to approve the equity to
the SPV (Special Purpose
Vehicle), “ he added.
The move will help in

increasing the share of
manufacturing in the
country’s GDP and creating
jobs.
Commenting on these smart
cities announcements,
Ashoo Gupta, Partner,
Shardul Amarchand
Mangaldas & Co, said that
this innovative reform, in
collaboration with states and
the private sector, can
significantly boost industrial
growth and city planning.
“These projects will become
dynamic economic centres
that drive development and
innovation, creating a lasting
impact. Usually, the
government constructs
essential infrastructure and
provides land to industries,
attracting investments by
offering high-quality,
dependable, eco-friendly,
and robust infrastructure,”
Gupta added. 
In the Budget 2024-25, the
government has also
announced other measures
such as customs duty
rationalisation to promote
manufacturing and boost
exports. 
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Fitch Ratings on Friday said
India’s post-election

budget confirms that the new
administration remains
committed to reducing the
fiscal deficit for FY25 and
FY26, despite demands of the
coalition government.
In the FY25 budget, the
government has lowered the
Centre’s fiscal deficit target
for the year ending March
2025 to 4.9 per cent of GDP,
from 5.1 per cent in
February’s interim budget.
The government’s fiscal
deficit target for FY25 is
significantly below the 5.4 per
cent that the ratings agency
anticipated when it affirmed
India’s ‘BBB-’ rating, with a
stable outlook, in January
2024.
“India’s post-election budget
confirms that the new
administration remains
committed to reducing the
fiscal deficit this and next
year, despite the demands of
the coalition government,”
Fitch Ratings said in a
statement.
The sustained focus on
supporting economic growth
through high public capex
also points to continuity in
key areas, it added.
“We believe that it should be
achievable as the
government’s assumption of
10.5 per cent nominal GDP
growth in FY25 is modestly

below our current forecast.
We think the government
should also be able to achieve
its goal of reducing the deficit
below 4.5 per cent of GDP in
FY26,” Fitch said.
The government’s record in
recent years of achieving or
outperforming its budget
deficit targets has improved
its fiscal credibility - the
deficit in FY24, at 5.6 per cent
of GDP, was well below the
original target of 5.9 per cent.
Furthermore, the
government’s use of the RBI
dividend reinforces our
perception of a preference for
fiscal consolidation over
additional spending.
The budget did not provide
much clarity on medium-
term targets but did highlight
a desire to manage deficits to
keep debt on a declining path.
The long-term deficit target
of 3 per cent of GDP under
the Fiscal Responsibility and
Budget Management Act,

2003 no longer appears to be a
guiding objective, Fitch
Ratings said.
Generally, public finance
metrics remain a weakness in
India’s credit profile; its fiscal
deficit, interest-to-revenue
and debt ratios are still high
compared with ‘BBB’ category
peers, it said.
Sustained fiscal consolidation
that supports a downward
trajectory in the government
debt ratio over the medium
term would support India’s
credit profile and could
ultimately contribute to
upgrade potential for the
rating, particularly when
combined with the current
positive momentum on
macroeconomic performance
and external finances.
The budget highlighted a
number of other priority
areas for the government,
notably around agricultural
development, job creation,
improving labour skills and

strengthening manufacturing.
“We believe the proposals
hold some potential to
address India’s skills gap,
particularly in
manufacturing, but their
effect will ultimately depend
on implementation,” Fitch
said.
In addition to support for
micro, small and medium-
sized enterprises, the budget
included measures to review
customs duties over the next
six months and reduce
foreign firms’ corporation tax
rate to 35 per cent from 40
per cent.
“We believe these measures
should be positive for
manufacturing investment, as
should public capex-led
improvements to
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n
infrastructure,” Fitch added.
However, land and labour
regulations remain
significant constraints. The
budget highlighted that these
will stay largely under the
state government’s purview,
though the central
government will incentivise
reforms.
“This is broadly in line with
our earlier expectations, as
advancing such reforms is
usually difficult, especially at
the national level, and has
likely become more
politically challenging
following the return to
coalition government,” Fitch
said. 
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ITC Chairman Sanjiv Puri
on Friday said the multi-

conglomerate will invest Rs
20,000 crore in the medium
term to enhance structural
competitiveness and build an
enterprise for the future.
“Our confidence in India is
unwavering and is reflected
in your company’s
investment outlay of about Rs
20,000 crore in the medium
term,” Puri said while
addressing the shareholders
during the annual general
meeting.
Despite the headwinds, ITC
has invested across all
businesses to enhance
structural competitiveness
and build an enterprise of the
future, he added.
India has a “standout
performance” as the world’s
fastest-growing major
economy, which has not only
evoked global respect but
also points to its future
promise, Puri said.
Over the past 4 years, overall
revenues grew at a CAGR of
10.8 per cent to about Rs
79,000 crore.
ITC’s non-cigarette revenues
grew at a CAGR of 11.6 per
cent and now account for
about 65 per cent of net
revenue.
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Increased Chinese steel
imports are having an adverse

impact on the margins of the
domestic players, JSW Steel
Chairman Sajjan Jindal said
Friday.
Addressing the company’s
Annual General Meeting
(AGM) Jindal said several
countries have already raised
barriers against steel imports.
The Indian steel industry is also
engaged with the government to
ensure a level playing field.
The domestic steel demand
increased 13.6 per cent in FY24,
outpacing economic growth.
This was driven by
infrastructure development and
robust demand from all major
steel-consuming sectors, he
said.
“However, global steel demand
remains weak, leading to rising
imports into India and affecting
domestic steelmakers’ margins.
This is mainly because of
elevated Chinese production
and exports, pressuring global
steel markets,” he said
addressing the shareholders of
JSW Steel.
Moreover, healthy demand for
steel in the country also makes
the domestic market vulnerable
to imports amid weak global
demand.
Sharing business updates for
JSW Steel in FY24, Jindal said
the company achieved its
highest-ever crude steel

production with a capacity
utilization of 92 per cent during
the year.
JSW Steel met 100 per cent of its
production and sales guidance
for FY24. Its revenue from
operations reached Rs 1,75,006
crore, with an earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation, and
amortization (EBITDA) of Rs
28,236 crore and a profit after
tax of Rs 8,973 crore.
The Board has recommended a
dividend of Rs 7.30 per share for
FY24, subject to shareholders
approval.
Further, the company plans to
expand its capacity to 50 million
tonnes per annum in India by
FY31. The Board recently
approved a 5 million tonnes
expansion at Dolvi, in
Maharashtra increasing the
company’s domestic capacity to
42 million tonnes and total
capacity to 43.5 million tonnes
by September 2027.
“We also plan to establish a
green steel manufacturing
facility, initially at 2 million
tonnes per annum and
expandable to 4 million tonnes,”
Jindal added. 
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Standard Glass Lining
Technology Ltd, which

manufactures specialised
engineering equipment for
pharmaceutical and chemical
sectors, has filed preliminary
papers with capital markets
regulator Sebi to raise funds
through an Initial Public
Offering (IPO).
The Telangana-based
company’s IPO is a
combination of fresh issuance
of shares worth Rs 250 crore
and an Offer For Sale (OFS)
of up to 1.84 crore equity
shares by promoters and
other selling shareholders,
according to the Draft Red
Herring Prospectus (DRHP).
Those selling shares in the
OFS include -- S2
Engineering Services,
Standard Holdings, Kandula
Ramakrishna, Kandula
Krishna Veni, Nageswara Rao
Kandula, Katragadda Venkata
Ramani and Venkata Siva
Prasad Katragadda.
The company may consider
raising up to Rs 50 crore in
the pre-IPO placement. If
such placement is completed,
the fresh issue size will be
reduced.
Proceeds from the fresh to the
xtent of Rs 130 crore will be
used for payment of a debt, Rs
30 crore for investment in a
wholly-owned subsidiary, S2
Engineering Industry, Rs 20
crore for funding inorganic
growth through strategic

investments or acquisitions
Rs 10 crore for purchase of
machinery and equipment
and a portion will also be
used for general corporate
purpose.
Standard Glass Lining
Technology offers
comprehensive solutions that
encompass design,
engineering, manufacturing,
assembly, installation, and
commissioning, as well as
establishing standard
operating procedures for
pharmaceutical and chemical
manufacturers on a turnkey
basis.
The company’s product
portfolio includes essential
equipment used in the
production of
pharmaceutical and chemical
products. It has 443
customers, including end-
users in the pharmaceutical,
chemical, paint,
biotechnology, and food and
beverage sectors.
Some of its pharma clients

include the likes of
Aurobindo Pharma Ltd,
Cadila Pharmaceutical Ltd,
Deccan Fine Chemicals
(India) Private Limited,
Laurus Labs Ltd, Granules
India Ltd, Macleods
Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Natco
Pharma Ltd, Piramal Pharma
Ltd, Suven Pharmaceuticals
Ltd, and Tagros Chemicals
India.
In terms of financial,
Standard Glass Lining
Technology’s revenue from
operations increased by 9.26
per cent to Rs 543.67 crore in
fiscal 2024 from Rs 497.59
crore in fiscal 2023. Further,
profit after tax rose by 12.33
per cent to Rs 60 crore in
fiscal 2024 from Rs 53.42
crore in fiscal 2023.
IIFL Securities and Motilal
Oswal Investment Advisors
are the book-running lead
managers to the proposed
public issue. The equity
shares are proposed to be
listed on BSE and NSE. 
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Investors’ wealth soared Rs
7.10 lakh crore on Friday

following a sharp rally in the
equity market where the BSE
Sensex jumped 1,292.92
points.
The 30-share BSE Sensex
rallied 1,292.92 points or 1.62
per cent to 81,332.72. During
the day, it soared 1,387.38
points or 1.73 per cent to
81,427.18.
Thanks to the optimistic
trend, the market
capitalisation of BSE-listed
firms rallied by Rs 7,10,235.45
crore to hit an all-time high of
Rs 4,56,92,671.33 crore (USD
5.46 trillion).
“Indian markets
outperformed its global peers
on the back of a strong across-
the-board buying support
after languishing in negative
territory for the past five
trading sessions. 
“The sharp rebound signifies
that India remains a good
long-term bet and the
economy continues to show
strong resilience in spite of
global uncertainty and geo-
political tensions,” Prashanth
Tapse, Senior VP (Research)
at Mehta Equities Ltd, said.
Bharti Airtel emerged as the
biggest gainer in the Sensex
pack, climbing 4.51 per cent.
Adani Ports, Tata Steel, JSW
Steel, Infosys, Sun Pharma,

HCL Technologies and
Mahindra & Mahindra were
other big gainers.
Nestle was the only laggard
from the pack.
“The domestic market
experienced a substantial
rebound on the start of the
next month’s expiry,
recovering from the recent
losses incurred following the
Union Budget. This upturn
was driven by positive
reactions to the better-than-
expected US GDP, which
augurs well for global
demand. Investors are
adopting buy-on-dip strategy,
refocusing on quarterly
earnings and stock-specific
trends,” Vinod Nair, Head of
Research at Geojit Financial

Services, said.
Benchmark indices were on
the back foot for the past five
straight sessions. In five days,
the BSE benchmark Sensex
tumbled 1,303.66 points or
1.60 per cent.
In the broader market, the
BSE midcap gauge soared 2.12
per cent and smallcap index
rallied 1 per cent.
All the indices ended higher,
with telecommunication
jumping 3.36 per cent, metal
(3.19 per cent), teck (2.76 per
cent), auto (2.35 per cent),
commodities (2.26 per cent)
and healthcare (2.10 per cent).
As many as 2,652 stocks
advanced while 1,286
declined and 102 remained
unchanged on the BSE. 
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Gold prices rebounded on
Friday after falling for

three past sessions, rising Rs
50 to Rs 70,700 per 10 grams
in the local market due to
strong trend in the global
markets.
The precious metal had
closed at Rs 70,650 per 10
grams in the previous session
on Thursday.
According to All India Sarafa
Association, gold of 99.9 per
cent and 99.5 per cent purity
edged up Rs 50 each to Rs
70,700 and Rs 70,350 per 10
grams, respectively. 
Silver also jumped Rs 400 to
Rs 84,400 per kg. It had
settled at Rs 84,000 per kg in
the previous close.
Traders attributed the rise in
gold prices to a pick-up in
demand by jewellers in the
domestic market and a strong
trend in the overseas markets.
On Thursday, the yellow
metal rates fell sharply by Rs
1,000 to finish at Rs 70,650
per 10 grams while silver
tumbled Rs 3,500 to settle at
Rs 84,000 per kg.
The government on Tuesday

announced that it has slashed
basic customs duties on a
range of products, including
gold and silver from 15 per
cent to 6 per cent. 
Following the announcement,
gold prices crashed Rs 3,350
to Rs 72,300 per 10 grams and
silver declined Rs 3,500 to
close at Rs 87,500 per kg in
the national capital.
Meanwhile, on the Multi
Commodity Exchange
(MCX), gold futures jumped
Rs 294, or 0.44 per cent, to
trade at Rs 67,756 per 10
grams. The most-traded
August contract hit an intra-
day high of Rs 528 to Rs
67,990 per 10 grams.

Further, silver contracts for
September delivery were
quoted higher by Rs 59, or
0.07 per cent, to Rs 81,390 per
kg on the exchange.
In the overseas markets,
comex gold was trading
higher at USD 2,416.40 per
ounce.
“Gold prices opened higher,
with Comex Gold finding
support around USD 2,350.
Prices have taken a hit
recently due to the yen rising
with safe-haven buying seen
in the currency.
“However, with the Fed policy
meeting next week, all eyes
are set on any updates
regarding a potential interest

rate cut in September,” Jateen
Trivedi, VP Research Analyst
— Commodity and Currency
at LKP Securities, said. 
However, silver was
marginally down at USD
27.89 per ounce in New York.
“Traders are awaiting for the

US Personal Consumption
Expenditures (PCE) price
inflation data to be released
later on Friday that is likely to
reveal easing pricing
pressures, prompt traders to
increase their bets on rate
cuts, and potentially provide
support for gold,” Saumil
Gandhi, Senior Analyst of
Commodities at HDFC
Securities, said.
According to Pranav Mer,
Vice President, EBG —
Commodity & Currency
Research, JM Financial
Services, gold is seen
consolidating in a range after
falling sharply earlier in the
week. 
Besides, prices are holding
above crucial support levels at
USD 2,348-2,350 in the
international market and
facing upside resistance at
USD 2,405/2,433 per ounce,
he said. 
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Markets’ sharp rebound makes
investors richer by �7.10 lakh cr
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The government will
procure the entire

production of tur, urad, and
masur dal from farmers,
Agriculture Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan said in Rajya
Sabha on Friday. Through e-
Samridhi platform, on which
farmers have to get
themselves registered, the
government will make the
procurement, he said.
“The government will
procure all tur, urad and
masur dal produced by
farmers,” Chauhan said, while
replying to a supplementary
question in the Rajya Sabha.
The minister further said
under the leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, the
government had the highest
purchase under MSP from
farmers.
Referring to data of the
previous UPA government,
Chauhan said between 2003-
2004 and 2013-14, only 45
crore metric tonnes were
purchased under the
Minimum Support Price
(MSP). While the present
NDA government has
procured a total of 69.18
crore metric tonnes between
2014-15 and 2023-24.
He alleged that the
opposition was doing politics
and said the Swaminathan
committee had

recommended 50 per cent
profit to farmers on their
cost, but it was the UPA
government that ignored it.
Placing a cabinet note of
previous Manmohan Singh’s
government, Chauhan said it
refused to accept suggestions
of the Swaminathan
Commission saying that
mechanical linkage between
MSP and cost of production
would distort the market.
M Shanmugam of the DMK
demanded that tea and coffee
growers be brought under the
MSP as they, too, are facing
difficulties.
“It is a long-pending demand
that tea and coffee should be
added in the essential
commodity because there is
no MSP for them. The
planters are demanding this,”
he said.
On this, Chouhan said MSP
is granted on 23 crops and tea
and coffee are handled by the
commerce & industry
minister, which is handled by
his colleague Piyush Goyal.
Appreciating the issue raised
by the DMK member, Rajya
Sabha Chairman Jagdeep
Dhankhar said after the
allocation of portfolios, he
had called Goyal and said his
ministry has some boards
and enterprises that are
directly related to the
farmers.
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The RBI on Friday issued a
prompt corrective action

framework for urban
cooperative banks with an
aim to enabling supervisory
intervention at an appropriate
time. 
The provisions of the Prompt
Corrective Action (PCA)
Framework for Primary
(Urban) Co-operative Banks
(UCBs) will be effective from
April 1, 2025.
The objective of the PCA
Framework is to enable
supervisory intervention at an
appropriate time and require
the UCBs to initiate and
implement remedial measures
in a timely manner, to restore
their financial health.
The Reserve Bank had issued
a Supervisory Action
Framework (SAF) as an early
intervention tool for bringing
about desired improvements
in weak UCBs and UCBs
which are experiencing
financial stress. The SAF was
last revised in January 2020.
“This PCA framework shall
replace the SAF,” the RBI said
in a statement.
The revised framework seeks
to provide flexibility to design
entity specific supervisory
action plans based on the
assessment of risks on a case-
by-case basis.
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confident as we are today.
There is genuine belief that
we are at par with the best in
the world,” said Narang.
The biggest test of the
shooters’ lives awaits.

FULL SQUAD
RIFLE: Men’s 10m air rifle:

Sandeep Singh, Arjun Babuta
Women’s 10m air rifle:
Elavenil Valarivan, Ramita
Jindal
Women’s 50m rifle 3
positions: Sift Kaur Samra,
Anjum Moudgil
Men’s 50m rifle 3 positions:
Aishwary Pratap Singh
Tomar, Swapnil Kusale
10m air rifle mixed team:
Sandeep Singh/Elavenil
Valarivan, Arjun
Babuta/Ramita Jindal
PISTOL: Men’s 10m air
pistol: Sarabjot Singh, Arjun
Cheema
Women’s 10m air pistol:
Manu Bhaker, Rhythm
Sangwan

Men’s 25m rapid fire pistol:
Anish Bhanwala, Vijayveer
Sidhu
Women’s 25m pistol: Manu
Bhaker, Esha Singh
10m air pistol mixed team:
Sarabjot Singh/Manu Bhaker,
Arjun Singh
Cheema/Rhythm Sangwan
SHOTGUN: Men’s trap:
Prithviraj Tondaiman
Women’s trap: Rajeshwari
Kumari, Shreyasi Singh
Men’s skeet: Anantjeet Singh
Naruka
Women’s skeet: Maheshwari
Chauhan, Raiza Dhillon
Skeet mixed team: Anantjeet
Singh Naruka/Maheshwari
Chauhan. 
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Asquad full of debutants
free from past baggage
will aim to ace the

ultimate test of their lives
when the shooting
competition of the Paris
Olympics begins in the sleepy
French town of Chateauroux
on Saturday.
India has won four Olympic
medals in shooting out of its
overall tally of 35 but none in
the last two editions of the
Summer Games, putting the
additional pressure of
expectations on the record
21-member Indian
contingent based in central
France.
The national shooting
federation NRAI chose
current form over pedigree to
pick the squad for the mega
event and it will be hoping
they hit the bullseye at the
National Shooting Centre
here.
Even the quota winners were
made to battle out in the
trials with the inexperienced
Sandeep Singh pipping 2022
world champion Rudranksh
Patil, who had secured India’s
quota in the 10m air rifle. 
Patil wrote to NRAI
proposing his selection in the
team despite finishing behind
Sandeep in the trials but the
federation stuck to its guns.
The athletes have been

training away from the hustle
and bustle of Paris and that
could work in their favour
come competition day.
Barring Manu Bhaker,
Aishwary Pratap Singh
Tomar, Anjum Moudgil and
Elavenil Valarivan, all will
experience the biggest
sporting stage for the first
time. India will have
representation in all 15
shooting events.
It is not just peak
performance on the day that
matters in the Olympics, luck
too plays a major part.
The 22-year-old Bhaker, who
has won a bagful of medals in
world events, had a stroke of
bad luck at the Tokyo Games
where her weapon
malfunctioned in 10m air
pistol qualification and she
could not recover from that
setback. She will be taking
part in three disciplines -
10m air pistol, 25m pistol and
10m pistol mixed team.
India’s main challenge will
come from China who are
also fielding 21 shooters
across disciplines.
Another women shooter to
watch out for will be Sift Kaur
Samra, who won the 50m
rifle three positions gold at
the Asian Games.
Moudgil, one of the seasoned
pros in the squad, is making a
comeback and will lineup
alongside Sift in the women’s

50m rifle three positions.
Twenty-year-old Rhythm
Sangwan will be participating
in two events, women’s 10m
air pistol alongside Bhaker
and the 10m air pistol mixed
team.
“The preparation has been
going good. The range is
beautiful. I was a little upset
staying away from main
village in Paris. It is not as I
expected but I am here for the
competition and win and not

pass any comments on the
Games Village. Olympics is
the biggest stage out here,”
said Sangwan. Among the
male participants, only
Tomar has been part of the
Olympics before. Tomar,
member of the gold winning
team at the 2023 World
Championships, will be seen
in the men’s 50m rifle three
positions alongside Swapnil
Kusale.
The male debutants who have

a decent international
experience include Anish
Bhanwala, Sarabjot Singh,
Arjun Babuta, Arjun Singh
Cheema and Vijayveer Singh.
Gagan Narang, the 2012
Olympic bronze medallist
who is here as India’s chef de
mission, is backing the
shooters to end the medal
drought in this edition.
“My first Olympic experience
was in 2004 and I remember
at that time, we were not as
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RECORD SHOOTING CONTINGENT OUT TO END INDIA’S 12-YEAR MEDAL DROUGHT
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Boxer-turned-politician
Vijender Singh feels India

needs more heroes beyond
cricket to inspire the future
generations if the country
wants to become a sports
superpower by 2047.
These heroes, he believes, will
also drive a cultural change,
encouraging more young
Indians to pursue sports as a
profession. 
“We have to create heroes to
change the culture,” the former
Olympic and world
championships bronze medal-
winning boxer, who is now a
BJP leader, told PTI editors at
its headquarters in an
interaction here.
His comments were in
response to a query on
whether the government’s
stated goal of making India a
sports superpower by 2047 was
realistic.
“Over the years, the hunger to
do well has kept increasing
among our youth, especially
those from the rural belt. So,
when they see a Neeraj
Chopra, they want to be like
him. They want to have all that
he has, and that drives them to
excel,” Vijender pointed out
referring to the javelin throw
gold-medallist from the Tokyo
Olympics.
“When kids see his picture on a
peanut butter container, it
makes an impact. When I
started out, I merely wanted a
government job, that’s all but
today, athletes want more,” he
added.
The Bhiwani-man also said
that improvement in the
country’s sports infrastructure
is crucial to ensure the overall
progress .
“We don’t have good
infrastructure or good
stadiums. If we are serious, we
need to improve that. You can’t
just make one cricket stadium
and leave it at that.
“You need to have training
centres for other sports as well.
Otherwise someone (in Delhi)
who wants to learn boxing has
no option but to go to Sonepat
and train there,” he said.
Vijender said the change has to
start at the basic level, in
schools, where kids are allowed
just one devoted sports or
physical education period.
“We aren’t taught sports in
school. There is only one PT
period but eight periods for
academics. For us, sports is
time pass, not a career.”
Drawing a parallel with cricket,
Vijender, the first boxer from

the country to stand on the
Olympic podium, said that
even the legendary Kapil Dev
was relatively unknown to the
masses before he brought
home the 1983 World Cup.
“...How many people knew
about Kapil Dev? Not many
knew him before he won that
World Cup.”
“Now, (we are at a point) where
if a cricketer’s finger gets hurt,
you will read about it but you
won’t hear the same noise
when a boxer’s jaw is broken,
that doesn’t make news.
Vijender said Olympic
medallists should also receive a
welcome at par with the
victory parade that was
arranged for the T20 World
Cup winning Indian cricket
team earlier this month.
“We (other athletes) do feel
bad because we also win
medals for the country. We
also have the right to a
reception similar to the one in
Mumbai,” he said.
“An Olympic medallist should
get a similar welcome but that
won’t happen. The medallist
will be welcomed at the airport
with garlands, shown on TV
for one day and then they are
back to competition.”

IF I COULD, I’D GIVE
MORE POWER TO SAI:
Vijender, who joined BJP from
Congress before the Lok Sabha
elections this year, would like
to use his experience as an
athlete in making effective
changes if he is entrusted with
the Sports Ministry in future.
“(If I become sports minister) I
will make Sports Authority of
India (SAI) stronger,” he said,
while talking about the nodal
body of sports management in
the country, entrusted with the
job of handling logistics of
national camps, appointment
of coaches and financing the
international exposure of
athletes.
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India’s newly-forged coach-
captain combination of
Gautam Gambhir and

Suryakumar Yadav will look
to make instant impact against
a Sri Lankan team is disarray
when the familiar South Asian
rivals face off in a limited-
overs series, starting with
three T20Is, here on Saturday.
Two-time World Cup winner
Gambhir is now at the helm of
the ship as India’s head coach
while the T20I reigns have
been handed over to one of
the best batters in the format,
Suryakumar.
Gambhir, who has built his
coaching reputation in the
corridors of IPL with three
title wins for Kolkata Knight
Riders - twice as captain and
once as mentor - succeeds the
immensely popular Rahul
Dravid.
The new coach has his task cut
out given that the team under
his predecessor reached the
final in each of the ICC events
in their respective last
editions.
Gambhir’s tenacity as well as
his intense approach will
make him a different coach to
work along for the players,
who will also have to learn the
ways of the new T20I skipper
Suryakumar.
Suryakumar’s elevation came
as a slight surprise given he
leapfrogged Hardik Pandya

for the job. The selectors also
ignored his comparative lack
of experience as captain.
Ajit Agarkar and Co. Made it
clear that they wanted a
captain who was on the park
“more often than not” and
went by “dressing room
feedback” while hitting the
reset button on the T20I side.
The next T20 World Cup, to
be co-hosted by India and Sri
Lanka in 2026, gives the
selectors plenty of time to
rebuild the side which has also
suffered a severe talent drain.
The overhaul follows the
World Cup triumph last
month and T20I retirements
of seasoned campaigners
Rohit Sharma, Virat Kohli and
Ravindra Jadeja.
With the side in transition,
young batting gun and vice-
captain in the white-ball
formats, Shubman Gill sees
this as an opportunity to
cement his place and others
like Yashasvi Jaiswal, Rinku
Singh and even Riyan Parag
will look to do the same.
While the like-for-like
replacement Axar Patel fits in
perfectly for Jadeja in the
eleven, India also have riches
in the all-round department
given Pandya, Shivam Dube
and an in-form Washington
Sundar are also available.
Jasprit Bumrah has been
deservingly rested from this
tour which gives the pair of
Arshdeep Singh and

Mohammed Siraj to make the
most of favourable conditions
at the Pallekele International
Stadium, where the surface
tends to assist pace and
bounce.
On the same metric, Sri Lanka
will feel depleted since two of
their experienced bowlers

Dushmantha Chameera
(bronchitis and respiratory
infection) and slingy Nuwan
Thushara (broken finger) have
been ruled out.
The hosts have added Asitha
Fernando and Dilshan
Madushanka, who took a five-
for the last time India and Sri

Lanka played in the ODI
World Cup, as replacements.
The 2014 T20 World Cup
winners, Sri Lanka are wading
through turbulent times
following their first-round
exit from the last edition.
Skipper Wanindu Hasaranga,
coach Chris Silverwood and

consultant coach Mahela
Jayawardene tendered their
resignations after the debacle
in the Americas.
Sri Lanka have appointed
‘Matara Marauder’ Sanath
Jayasuriya as interim coach
and he has urged his side to
make the most of India’s lack

of experienced stars, but
knows well that his team is
desperately short on solid
performances.
The Sri Lankan team of the
current does not inspire
confidence given their frailties
across departments despite
Jayasuriya’s assessment that

this group will turn around
the fortunes in the next two
years.
Enterprising batter Charith
Asalanka has been handed
over the captaincy as Sri
Lanka, like India, foray in
uncharted waters looking to
brighten their fortunes.
Playing at home, Sri Lanka
should feel confident about
turning the tide given the
richness of talent in the ranks,
which includes a combative
former skipper Dasun
Shanaka, Kusal Perera, Kusal
Mendis and the experienced
Dinesh Chandimal.

TEAMS (FROM):
India: Suryakumar Yadav (c),
Shubman Gill, Yashasvi
Jaiswal, Rinku Singh, Riyan
Parag, Rishabh Pant (wk),
Sanju Samson (wk), Hardik
Pandya, Shivam Dube, Axar
Patel, Washington Sundar,
Ravi Bishnoi, Arshdeep Singh,
Khaleel Ahmed, Mohammed
Siraj.
Sri Lanka: Dinesh
Chandimal, Avishka
Fernando, Kusal Mendis (wk),
Pathum Nissanka, Kusal
Perera, Charith Asalanka (c),
Wanindu Hasaranga,
Kamindu Mendis, Dasun
Shanaka, Chamindu
Wickramasinghe, Binura
Fernando, Asitha Fernando,
Dilshan Madushanka,
Matheesha Pathirana,
Maheesh Theekshana, Dunith
Welalage.
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Fiji stayed on track for a third
successive Olympic gold

medal in rugby sevens by
reaching the semifinals at the
Stade de France. 
The Tokyo Games silver and
bronze medallists - New
Zealand and Argentina - were
knocked out, however.
Host side France and Australia
reached the semifinals for the
first time, while South Africa,
the 12th and last team to
qualify only a month ago, was
back in the semis for the first
time since the inaugural
Olympic sevens in 2016 in Rio
de Janeiro.
In the quarterfinals on
Thursday, Fiji came from
behind against Ireland to win
19-15.
New Zealand was stunned by
South Africa 14-7, Argentina

lost to France 26-14, and
Australia shut out the United
States 18-0.
In the semifinals on Saturday,
Fiji plays Australia, and France
meets South Africa.
South Africa lost to New
Zealand 17-5 in pool play on
Wednesday, but shot to a 14-0
lead in their quarterfinal.
Captain Selvyn Davids scored
the opening try and, late in the
half, countered from a dropped
New Zealand pass in front of
the South Africa tryline.
Davids hacked and dribbled
and popped up for Tristan
Leyds to score. Leyds
converted both.
But deep in added time, New
Zealand kept the ball alive and
Moses Leo slipped Rosko
Specman to cross for a
converted try.
New Zealand continued to
attack in waves in the second

half but the South Africa
defense was incredible. Davids
and Ryan Oosthuizen stood
firm on their tryline, Shilton
van Wyk made another try-
saving tackle on a tearaway
Akuila Rokolisoa, and Ronald

Brown’s last-ditch tackle ended
a gripping match.
France enjoyed an almost
perfect first half, much to the
delight of the 69,000-strong
crowd.
Andy Timo cut inside his

marker and scored, then Aaron
Grandidier Nkanang scored
twice in three minutes; the first
from a ruck turnover, and the
second from Jefferson-Lee
Joseph’s offload. Rayan
Rebbadj converted all three for

21-0.
Unlike the world series grand
final, which France controlled
in Madrid, Argentina made a
comeback through its two best
players, Rodrigo Isgro and
Marcos Moneta, to close to 21-
14.
But with more than two
minutes to go, and one of them
with a man advantage while
Jordan Sepho was in the sin-
bin, Argentina couldn’t get the
ball back.
Instead, France ground out the
meters, and in the last seconds
replacement Antoine Dupont
quick-tapped to himself and
scooted 25 meters untouched
to put the result to bed.
Fiji crushed its pool and looked
to be doing the same in the
quarters when Iosefo
Baleiwairiki bullrushed from
inside his half and scored after
just 30 seconds. But Ireland

played a patient game, and
Chay Mullins barged over for
two tries to give them a 10-7
halftime lead.
In the new half, Zac Ward
reached out to the left corner
flag for Ireland’s third try and
15-7 but, crucially, they could
not add any extras. Fiji’s rally
started from its own tryline.
Selesitino Ravutaumada broke
out from his 22, and was at the
other end to offload for Joji
Nasova to score and for Fiji to
trail by three.
At the restart, Ireland missed
the catch, Baleiwairiki slapped
the ball back and Waisea
Nacuqu put Fiji back in front
with a try converted by Terio
Tamani Veilawa.
Ireland had two minutes of
regulation time, and more than
three minutes of added time,
but its last attack died on a
grounded pass on halfway that

Fiji claimed.
Nathan Lawson’s break and
offload gave James Turner the
opening try in the fifth minute
as Australia comfortably
handled the misfiring
Americans. From a ruck
turnover on its 22, Australia
countered and Henry
Hutchison’s break led to a
walk-in try by Corey Toole and
a 10-0 lead at halftime.
In the second half, Toole was
denied a second try when
Malacchi Esdale tackled him
into touch but the US couldn’t
get into synch to sustain an
attack.
In the last minute of
regulation, Australia
replacement Maurice
Longbottom kicked a penalty.
The Americans tried to finish
on a high, but Australia’s
defense pinned them and
Longbottom stole a try.
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World champions India look to maintain dominance in new era of SKY, Gambhir
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Gautam Gambhir’s key task
as India head coach will be

man-management and not
coaching a bunch of talented
players in their respective
skills, said former player and
ex-chief selector Sandeep Patil
on Friday. Gambhir is set to
start his tenure with a limited-
overs tour of Sri Lanka
comprising three T20Is and as
many ODIs, with the first
game in the shortest format set
to be played on Saturday.
“I don’t think his job is to
coach the Indian team. His job
is to help the Indian team,”
Patil told PTI Videos in an
exclusive interview here. 
“That’s how it works at the top
level. You need player
management. That will be the
challenge for Gambhir.”
“He has done it and I am sure
he will continue to do the same
with the Indian cricket team,”
said Patil on the sidelines of an
event organised by Shrachi
Rajasthan Tigers. 
Patil, a member of India’s
World Cup winning team in
1983, hoped Gambhir will
continue to have success at
international level after
excelling in the IPL. 
“Gambhir had done an
exceptional job as a coach for
Kolkata Knight Riders in IPL. I
hope that he continues to help
the Indian team in the same
way,” he added. 

Patil backed senior India
players Rohit Sharma and
Virat Kohli, who retired from
the T20 internationals after
winning the World Cup last
month, to continue featuring
in the other formats for a long
run. 
“Virat Kohli and Rohit Sharma
are still doing extremely well
and there is no question of an
Indian team without them. I
wish the Indian team all the
best wherever they are playing
and whatever tournament they
are playing, they are bound to
do exceedingly well,” he said.
“Surya comes from Mumbai
and is a very dear friend of
mine. He has been given the
captaincy and he deserved it. I
wish him all the best,” he said
about India’s newest T20I
captain.
Patil said cricket has made
significant progress in India
since the country’s maiden title
triumph in 1983. 
“Like every Indian, I wish the
Indian cricket team good luck.
I am happy that I am part of
1983 and the progress the
Indian team has made over the
years has been commendable,”
he said. Patil said it is
important for India to be a
contender in all sports.
“Cricket has changed over
time, so has coaching and the
approach to sports. We need to
ensure India can become a
contender in all sports and all
avenues of sports,” he added. 
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Novak Djokovic, Rafael
Nadal and Carlos Alcaraz

all are on the Paris Olympics’
tennis schedule on Saturday,
the first day of action at
Roland Garros.
Serbia’s Djokovic will compete
in singles only, Nadal in
doubles only and Alcaraz in
both. Nadal and Alcaraz are
teammates in doubles for
Spain and will face Maximo
Gonzalez and Andres Molteni
of Argentina at Court Philippe
Chatrier during the night
session.
Nadal’s singles debut will come
on Sunday against Marton
Fucsovics of Hungary. If he
wins, and Djokovic wins his
first-round match against
Matthew Ebden on Saturday,
the two rivals will face each
other in the second round of
what could be the final event of
the 38-year-old Nadal’s career.
Djokovic owns 24 Grand Slam
titles. Nadal has 22, plus two
Olympic golds - one in singles
in 2008 and in doubles in 2016.
When Djokovic played in the
French Open, he tore the
meniscus in his right knee and
needed surgery in Paris on
June 5. He recovered in time to
compete at Wimbledon, where
he made it to the final before

losing to Alcaraz.
“Expectations for the
Olympics are high, and I can’t
and don’t want to change that.
It creates a personal
motivation for me to approach
it in the best possible way for
the best possible result,” said
Djokovic, who took home a
bronze in 2008.
The first match in Chatrier will
involve top-ranked Iga Swiatek
of Poland, who has won four of
the past five championships in
that stadium at the French
Open, against Irina-Camelia
Begu of Romania. That will be
followed by Djokovic vs
Ebden. 
After Nadal and Alcaraz start
the night session, the day’s
program concludes with a pair
of former No. 1 players who
own multiple major titles:
Naomi Osaka of Japan vs
Angelique Kerber of Germany.
Jasmine Paolini of Italy, the
runner-up to Swiatek at the
French Open in June and to
Barbora Krejcikova at
Wimbledon this month, opens
play at Court Suzanne Lenglen
against Ana Bogdan on
Romania.
That will be followed by
Alcaraz, who is coming off
trophies at the French Open
and Wimbledon, against Hady
Habib of Lebanon.
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Table tennis player Zeng Zhiying left
China in 1989, the same year of the

Tiananmen Square massacre, to teach the
sport in northern Chile. Fast-forward 35
years, she will debut in the Olympic
Games at age 58 under the name she
adopted in the South American nation:
Tania.
Tania Zeng, who became famous in Chile
after winning a bronze medal at the Pan
American Games in Santiago last year,
retired from table tennis long ago. Though
the sport brought her to Chile, she stopped
playing to have more time to dedicate to a
business she opened and eventually start a
family. Her dream of becoming a
professional athlete returned during the
pandemic. Her pinnacle will be reached in
Paris.”I never imagined (making it to the
Olympic Games) because I took it up for
entertainment, to do some sport,” Zeng
said in an interview with The Associated
Press at the country’s Olympic training
centre. 
“I gained confidence by playing a lot. Since
I always won, I liked playing more and
more.

“Qualifying for an Olympics is a big,
gigantic dream, and being able to fulfill it
at that age is a huge happiness,’ said Zeng,
the oldest athlete in her country’s
delegation.
Born in Foshan, in southern China, Zeng
is the daughter of a local table tennis
coach. As a child, she used to follow her
mother to professional table tennis
training sessions. For a decade, the
Chinese-Chilean athlete was a high-
performance player.
But her life took a turn in 1989, when she

accepted an invitation to teach the sport to
young athletes in Arica, in the far north of
Chile. She married soon afterward and
moved to Iquique, also in northern Chile,
another city where Chinese presence was
unlikely at the time.
Zeng is currently the 151st-ranked table
tennis player. She is part of Chile’s national
team, beating Dominican Eva Peña Brito
in her debut in the women’s singles table
tennis tournament at the Pan American
Games. She lost to American Lily Ann
Zhang in the following round but still
managed to win the bronze in the team
competition.
Zeng’s life is now split between Iquique
and Santiago, fuelled by the appetite for
the game and the affection of the fans.
“Everyone knows me, greets me, wants a
photo and for me it’s just joy,” she said. “I
am already Chilean in heart and soul,
everything. They are going to bury me
here.”
Zeng will play in Paris with more
experience and the same determination to
fulfill a lifelong dream. She hopes no
injuries affect her performance at the
Olympics, which is a concern for any older
athlete.
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The Canadian Olympic
Committee removed

women’s national soccer head
coach Bev Priestman for the
remainder of the Paris Games
following an alleged drone
spying scandal.
The COC said in a statement
released early on Friday that
assistant coach Andy Spence
would lead the defending gold
medalists for the remainder of
the tournament.
Canada’s camp was thrown
into disarray this week after
two team staffers were sent
home for allegedly using a
drone to spy on a New Zealand
practice.
Priestman denied any
involvement, but did not

attend Thursday’s 2-1 victory
over New Zealand as FIFA -
soccer’s world governing body
- and the International
Olympic Committee
investigate.
Canada Soccer CEO and

general secretary Kevin Blue
said in the COC release
“additional information has
come to our attention
regarding previous drone use
against opponents, predating
the Paris 2024 Olympic

Games.” He added Priestman
was suspended from her duties
until the end of the
tournament and the
completion of the
organization’s independent
external review.
The COC said on Wednesday
that assistant coach Jasmine
Mander and analyst Joseph
Lombardi were “sent home
immediately,” and that it had
accepted Priestman’s decision
to remove herself from
coaching the opening match.
Priestman held a brief media
availability on Wednesday after
guiding her team through a
one-hour practice.
“My reaction was you feel like
this program has let the
country down,” the 38-year-old
Priestman said. 
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